
Questions and answers about ten formal methodsPieter Hartel, Michael Butler, Andrew Currie, Peter Henderson, Michael Leuschel,Andrew Martin, Adrian Smith, Ulrich Ultes-Nitsche, Bob Walters �January 12, 1999AbstractAn abstract model of a distributed data base applicationhas been studied using process based, state based, andqueueing theory based methods. The methods supportedby graphical notations and/or integrated development en-vironments were found to be easiest to work with. Themethods supported by model checkers were the most suc-cessful in obtaining relevant information about the appli-cation.Applying a number of di�erent methods to study oneparticular model encourages a problem to be viewed fromdi�erent angles. This gives complementary informationabout the model. We report on a variety of problems ofthe model found through various routes. Our main con-clusion is that asking experts to apply di�erent methodsand tools at a su�ciently abstract level is e�ective.1 IntroductionA given distributed data base system is used to serve cus-tomers such that each service can only be provided to oneparticular customer, and only once. The system has thefollowing components:� A single Centre, where most of the data is held;� More than one O�ce, where copies of relevant partsof the data are held;� Many Customers. Each customer has a home o�cewhich will normally hold the data pertaining to thatcustomer. A foreign o�ce should be able to providea customer with the same services as the home o�ce,after due consultation with the centre.When presented with a description of the system andits requirements by our industrial partner, one of us cre-ated a rational reconstruction of the model underlyingthe system. Our objective here is to explore that model.We use a number of di�erent formal methods and discussthe strengths and weaknesses of each in supporting our�Declarative Systems and Software Engineering group, Univer-sity of Southampton

modelling activity. This is quite di�erent from normalpractice where one would construct (not re-construct) amodel, validate it against the problem statement and re-quirements until su�ciently con�dent, and then re�ne themodel through various design stages to an implementa-tion.Our methodology exploits the collective knowledge of ateam of \champions" of di�erent formal methods as fol-lows:1. One of us presented the rational reconstruction of themodel to the team.2. The team members created their own version(s) ofthe model. These e�orts were documented in theform of an appendix to the present paper.3. The team members presented their work to the restof the team in a sequence of weekly meetings.4. Each team member was interviewed, always by thesame person, to answer a list of questions about themost important aspects of the method used.5. The answers were collated and reviewed by the team,resulting in the present paper.Our working method is di�erent from that used inother, similar researches. For instance in the steam boilercontrol project [2] authors were sent a list of eight ques-tions and asked to respond to the questions, using therefereeing process to improve the coherence in the re-sponses. Because the contributors to our research are allfrom Southampton, we could a�ord to interview insteadand thus achieve a higher degree of consistency right fromthe start. Our questions are partly based on those usedin the steam boiler project, and partly inspired by dis-cussions with our industrial partner. Our initial list ofquestions proved too long and was shortened during theprocess, leaving 18 questions in total. Of these roughlyhalf coincide with the questions from the steam boilercontrol project.The second important di�erence between our work andthe work on the steam boiler controller is that we startedon the basis of a solution, and then constructed rational1



reconstructions (models) of the solution through abstrac-tion. There was a signi�cant degree of freedom in deter-mining the direction and the degrees of re�nement of themodels.Section 2 introduces the methods and tools that we use.The model of the distributed data base application is pre-sented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the modellingtechniques used rather than the model itself. Section 5concludes.The main body of the paper has been written for a gen-eral audience, without speci�c knowledge of formal meth-ods. We provide a number of appendices detailing themodels in the notations of the various formal methodsused. Those appendices do assume knowledge of each ofthe methods.2 MethodsWe �rst give a brief description of each of the methods.The �rst three are based on variations of the �-calculus,which is an algebra of communicating processes:epi is an executable version [10] of the polyadic �-calculus [22]. Epi has been enriched with primitivedata types, such as integers and sets, thus providingappropriate facilities for the description of our model.latos� is an executable speci�cation of the operationalsemantics of the monadic �-calculus [23, Table 2].The speci�cation is written using Latos [9]. The �-calculus does not provide built in data types, nor doesthe latos speci�cation of the �-calculus. The lack ofdata structures makes it di�cult to scale the modelup to more than a few customers and o�ces.Prolog� is an executable speci�cation of the operationalsemantics of the polyadic �-calculus [22], but withoutthe full scope extrusion rules. The speci�cation iswritten in Prolog, and it o�ers data structures byway of access to the underlying Prolog terms.We use a method based on �ne grained communicatingprocesses:SuperVISE uses a language called VHDL+ [16],which consists of the hardware description languageVHDL [24], extended with a notation for specifyinginterfaces. SuperVISE di�ers from the other tech-niques presented here in that its development repre-sents a move towards the abstract/theoretical fromthe concrete/practical. The other techniques mightbe more appropriately classi�ed as a move from thetheoretical to the practical.We use a number of techniques based on communicatingprocesses that support model checking:

Product-nets have been used in the speci�cation andanalysis of the example model. Product-Nets [4] arehigh-level Petri-nets [31, 33] with data-structures toall places and with predicates as guards to all places.Therefore, tokens have an internal structure, for in-stance to represent messages, queues, etc.Spin is a model checker originally designed for validat-ing communications protocols [13]. Its modelling lan-guage, Promela, supports dynamic creation of con-current processes and both synchronous and asyn-chronous message passing.Mur� is another model checker, also originally designedfor communications protocols [7]. A Mur� descrip-tion consists of a set of transition rules comprising acondition and an action; the execution model involvesrepeatedly making a nondeterministic selection of arule whose guard is enabled and executing the corre-sponding action. All interactions take place by meansof shared variables.For our state based speci�cations we use two industrystandard methods:B notation [1] is based on set theory and the weakestpre-condition calculus.Z is a speci�cation technique based on �rst order logicand set theory [36].The last method complements the others in that itfocuses on non-functional behaviour (i.e., performance)rather than functional behaviour:QNAP2 Queueing networks are a method for predictingthe performance of a system from a wired model ofqueues and server stations [3].All methods are provided with support tools. We givea brief account of the various tools that were used.epi supports animation and state space exploration of be-haviours of �-calculus descriptions. The animatorenables the user to explore the state space exhaus-tively, to interactively step through computations, toroll computations back and to alter values operatedupon by the description.latos� supports full state space exploration of relativelysmall �-calculus descriptions.Prolog� is supplemented with a variety of tools|writtenin standard Prolog|for state space exploration andtools for the expression of safety properties.2



SuperVISE di�ers from the other tools presented inthat it does not provide simulation, veri�cation orevaluation of models directly. Instead, SuperVISEgenerates standard VHDL code from VHDL+. Theresulting code is then analysed using a standard sim-ulation tool, although there is a some integration be-tween SuperVISE and the most popular simulationtools. VHDL simulation tools provide comprehensivefacilities for examining the behaviour of electronic de-vices which were the original target of the language.Models may be run manually, but it is left to theuser to generate (i.e., specify in VHDL) an appropri-ate test environment if, for example, a model is to beexercised fully or an exhaustive search of its states isrequired.Product-nets The Product Net Machine (PNM) [29]and the SH-Veri�cation Tool (SHVT) [30] providetools for the complete cycle from speci�cation to (ex-haustive) validation. The two programs comprisea graphical editor for speci�cation, a simulator /complete analyser for computing the (dynamical) be-haviour of the system, including abstractions of thebehaviour, and a model-checking tool to check prop-erties of the speci�cation, also under fairness assump-tions.Spin can perform random or interactive simulations, andcan perform an exhaustive state space veri�cation ofboth safety and liveness properties. It also supportsveri�cation of linear-time temporal logic (LTL) con-straints. Xspin [14] is a user-friendly graphical front-end to Spin, and allows animation of simulations anderror traces.Mur� can perform simulation or exhaustive veri�cation,although only deadlock and assertion violations aredetected. Error reporting is by means of a textualtrace of rules �red which must be interpreted byhand.B toolkit provides a comprehensive package of tools foranimation, proof, re�nement and implementation ofdescriptions [25].Z is one of the mostmature speci�cation notations. Manydi�erent tools have been developed for Z, includingindustrial strength type checkers, proof systems andanimators.QNAP2 is a language that supports the construction,simulation and analysis of queueing networks [34].SWAP [8] is a tool built on top of a library of QNAPmodels, which focuses on system-level parameters rel-evant for modern servers, workstations and networks.

Centre����������O�ce 1 AAAAK AAAAUO�ce 26?Cust. 1 ����������Cust. 2@@@@I @@@@R 6?Cust. 3Figure 1: Graphical representation of the model, showingone centre, two o�ces and three customers. The edgesshow which parties may enter into communication.3 ModelAn informal, graphical description of the most basic modelis provided in Figure 1. This identi�es the centre, twoo�ces and three customers with the following properties:� The data for customer 1 is held by her home o�ce1; similarly for customer 2 and o�ce 2. A foreigno�ce is one that does not hold the customers data.Customer 3 does not have a home o�ce, instead herdata are held by the centre.� All three customers will immediately attempt to ob-tain service from both o�ces. Customer 1 will suc-ceed directly when contacting her home o�ce 1 butwill fail when contacting a foreign o�ce 2. Similarlyfor Customer 2. An o�ce that does not hold the ap-propriate data contacts the centre to obtain the data.� The centre delivers the data for customer 3 to therequesting o�ce, which will then serve customer 3.Communication between o�ce and the centre will failfor customers 1 and 2.� Once served, a customer is satis�ed and does not re-quest further service.In a more re�ned model, a customer may be servedalso by a foreign o�ce instead of her home o�ce. In thiscase the foreign o�ce contacts the centre, which in turncontacts the home o�ce for the data. In an even morere�ned model, the customers might keep requesting ser-vices. We will discuss experiments where one or both ofthese re�nements have been applied.3



3.1 Abstract descriptionSome of the experiments reported below apply to only oneversion of the model. Others report on an abstract modeland one or more re�nements and/or variations. The ques-tions are based on an experiment with an abstract modeland a re�nement.Question 1Is the abstract description of the model: { formal? { rig-orous? { verbal?epi,latos�,Prolog�,Spin,Mur�,B,Z The abstract de-scription of the model(s) is formal.SuperVISE attempts to fully describe the system, butits practical nature means it is unreasonable to claimthat it is formal or rigorous.Product-nets Because of its graphical representationthe Product Net model helps to understand the owof information in the system. The description is for-mal.QNAP2 model is formal in the sense that it is based ona sound mathematical theory.Some models are more abstract than others, in the sensethat more or less detail is taken into account. It is easierto study more abstract models, but from a practical pointof view it is more useful to study more detailed models.Question 2How abstract is the description of the model?epi description is abstract because it represents the coreof the real system, but omitting all detail. The de-scription represents the centre, two o�ces and threecustomers as illustrated in Figure 1. Data bases aremodelled using sets of tuples.latos� description is similar to the epi description. Themain di�erence being that there is no proper modelof the data base.Prolog� description is detailed in the sense that it de-scribes customers, o�ces and the centre with theircommunications and individual state. It is generic inthe sense that the model supports an arbitrary num-ber of processes, not just 6 as in several of the othermodels.SuperVISE model is detailed and concrete rather thanabstract. However, the working model is constructedby describing components which are then joined to-gether. Part of the methodology adopted by Super-VISE users is to draw a block diagram showing howthese components are connected.

Product-nets The model is abstract in the sense thatit describes the system from the customers point ofview, according to Figure 1, and in doing so allowsthe customer to be involved in one transaction only.Spin has been used to create two abstract models of thesystem: one in which a customer ceases to exist onceserved, and a variation in which customers can con-tinue to ask for services. These models are not ab-stract for two reasons: Firstly they take all aspectsof the system into account, and secondly the lack ofdata abstraction (only arrays are provided) in Spinmakes the descriptions fairly detailed.Mur� has been used to create two abstract models as de-scribed above under Spin. These models are even lessabstract than the Spin models, in the sense that non-determinism happens at global level and that all com-munication between processes is mediated throughglobal variables.B describes the service from the users viewpoint and isindependent of the distributed nature of the imple-mentation. This model is thus more abstract thanthat shown in Figure 1.Z model is abstract in the sense that it describes the sys-tem solely from the customers point of view. At theabstract level there is not even the notion of an o�ce.QNAP2 model is abstract because it describes the sys-tem in terms of a single or small set of post o�cesubmodel, one submodel for each di�erent post o�cecon�guration. It would be possible to model separateclasses of customers but the need has not arisen todo so.Animation is a technique that allows sample behavioursof a model to be traced and studied. The technique isuseful to validate a model, by checking that the anima-tions represent desired outcomes. Graphical animation isgenerally more attractive than textual animation but thelatter has a useful role too.Question 3Has the abstract description been animated?epi,latos� All possible behaviours of the abstract de-scription have been explored through exhaustivestate space exploration. This is possible because themodels are small and the state space is �nite. Theanimations are textual.Prolog� textual animations have been performed usingthree di�erent search methods, executed with thestandard Prolog backtracking mechanism:4



� A simple depth �rst search with tracing;� An interactive depth �rst with tracing;� A breadth �rst search with tracing.All these were easy to implement with little e�ort.There is scope for writing more sophisticated anima-tors in a similar style.SuperVISE model has been validated \informally" bymanual examination of the model in action. Super-VISE does not provide proof or validation facilitiesdirectly.Product-nets The model has not been animated graph-ically. Instead, the simulator provided with the prod-uct net system has been used to simulate all possi-ble behaviours, which were then used as input to themodel checker.Spin The most useful animation is provided by a (graph-ical) message sequence chart, which focuses on theprocesses and communications. A message charthides the internal details of processes. Detailed tracesand the opportunity to interact with running pro-cesses are also provided.Mur� produces a detailed textual trace of the rules whichare �red.B animator has been used to explore some behaviours ofthe abstract description. The animations are textual.Z The abstract model has been animated (textual) usingPiZA [11].QNAP2 model has been animated in two di�erent ways:� Various solvers have been used to calculate ana-lytic solutions to the equations describing thequeueing network. The solutions describes asteady state of the system.� When an exact solver cannot be used, simula-tion forms the basis of an approximate solution.3.2 Detailed descriptionAfter studying an abstract model, one may re�ne themodel to a more detailed model. This should give moredetailed insight into the internal behaviour of the system.Question 4Has a second, more detailed description of the model beengiven?epi,latos�,Prolog�,SuperVISE Only one model hasbeen created.

Product-nets A second more detailed model has beencreated, which di�ers from the �rst abstract modelin allowing the customers to remain in the system.A customer can now be involved in a sequence oftransactions.Spin In addition to the two abstract Spin models, a thirdmodel has been created, which in a sense is a re�ne-ment of one of the abstract models. The more de-tailed model uses asynchronous communication im-plemented by queues. The implementation of queuesby bu�ered channels is provided as a standard Spinfacility.Mur� has been used to investigate only the two abstractmodels. The liveness properties of the queuing modelwhich were of most interest, but Mur� does not sup-port veri�cation of these.B A re�nement of the model has been created, whichintroduces the notion of distributing the data base.Z From the abstract Z model (level 0) two more detailedmodels have been derived:� The �rst more detailed model (level 1) adds thenotion of separate o�ces where authority to per-form a transaction might reside.� The second model (level 2) introduces furtherdetail by adding the notions of message passingand the idea that network transactions might beinvolved in satisfying some requests for service.QNAP2 A second more detailed model has been pro-duced which which takes into account the perfor-mance of real components such as state of the artservers, work stations and network devices.A detailed model should behave correctly whenever theabstract model does so. Some of the experiments use for-mal re�nement which is correctness preserving. Otherexperiments use other veri�cation techniques to establishthe relationship between abstract and detailed models.Question 5Has the detailed description been veri�ed against the ab-stract description? { formally? { rigorously? { verbally?epi,latos�,Prolog�,SuperVISE Only one model hasbeen given.Product-nets The more detailed model is not a re�ne-ment of the abstract model. It is formally relatedto the abstract model in the sense that both mod-els share various Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) prop-erties. These properties were proved by the modelchecker for both models.5



Spin has been used to formally verify safety and livenessproperties of the abstract and detailed models. Ab-sence of deadlock is preserved by the re�nement. Theliveness properties are di�erent in the two models. Inthe abstract model customers are prone to starvation,but not in the detailed model.Mur� has been used to verify that in the detailed modelthe same customer cannot be in two places at thesame time.B The detailed description has been validated against theabstract description using mathematical proof tech-niques (proof sketches).Z The detailed descriptions have not been validatedagainst the abstract model. This could be done with-out di�culty for the level 1 model. Formal validationfor the level 2 model would be a lot of work becauseof the complexity of the model.QNAP2 The detailed model has not been veri�edagainst the abstract model, although this would havebeen both possible and useful. A veri�cation e�ortwould have to check that in the steady state thestatistics produced are consistent.3.3 Producing the description(s)Some of the experiments have taken much longer than theothers. This should not be interpreted as a reection onthe tools/method used, but more as an indication of thelevel of skill of the experimenter.Question 6How much time has been spent on producing the modeland any re�nements?epi About a day was needed to create the epi model. Theepi tool had been built previously.latos� It took about 2 person months to learn the�-calculus, to create a deterministic version ofthe �-calculus semantics (from the published non-deterministic semantics [23]) and to experiment withthe model. The time attributed to working on themodel might be two days.Prolog� It took about half a day to specify the �-calculus semantics. Constructing the model, and ex-perimenting with it took about 2 days.SuperVISE It took about 2 person months to learn thetechnique/tools and to apply this to the problem.Building the model itself might have taken about twodays.

Product-nets One day was spent to create and studythe two Product net models.Spin Constructing and experimenting with the threeSpin models took about a week.Mur� Constructing and experimenting with the threeMur� models took just over a week.B It took approximately two days to produce the speci-�cation and the re�nement.Z Two days were needed to construct the three Z models.QNAP2 The abstract QNAP2 model was produced inhalf a day. It took about four days to produce thedetailed system-level model.3.4 Understanding the description(s)There are two aspects to understanding and presentingthe model. The �rst is an in depth presentation of themodels itself, which often (but not always) requires moretime than the second, which is a more general presenta-tion, supported by showing animated behaviours. Thenext two questions asses the level of skill required for ei-ther of these, where we refer below an `average program-mer' as a a person with good programming skills in lan-guages such as Java and C. No experience with formalmethods, functional or logic languages is assumed.Question 7Is a detailed knowledge of the used formalism needed tounderstand the description(s) themselves?epi,latos� The �-calculus has an interesting semanticswith its scope intrusion and extrusion rules. Theseneed to be understood, which is not trivial. The av-erage programmer will also have di�culty with forinstance the � notation. To explain the �-calculusmodel in su�cient detail might take a day.Prolog� A detailed knowledge of Prolog is not neededto understand the description, but knowledge of the�-calculus would be needed.SuperVISE Detailed knowledge is necessary to under-stand the description. Two days may be su�cient forthe average programmer because VHDL looks like aprogramming language.Product-nets The descriptions of the model are picturesbut several other aspects of the methods, such asthe LTL formulae are textual. A day would be suf-�cient for an average programmer to understand thedescription itself6



Spin To understand the Spin description maybe half aday would su�ce, because the Spin notation Promelahas a C-like syntax.Mur� descriptions are fairly low level, and learning tounderstand them would take maybe a day. Mur�descriptions have a Pascal-like syntax.B Detailed knowledge of the formalism is not needed;with a few hours of explanation, the descriptionscould be understood.Z A training course of half a week would be needed beforean average programmer is able to understand the Zmodels. Z descriptions look like Mathematics.QNAP2 is a Fortran-like programming language. Foran `average programmer' to become su�ciently ac-quainted with the notation might take half a day.To be able to present sample behaviours to an audienceof `average programmers', it is useful to know to whatextent the audience must be trained before it would ben-e�t from such presentations. We are assuming that in allcases the model needs to be explained as well, which isthought to take about 15 minutes.Question 8Is a detailed knowledge of the used formalism needed tounderstand the behaviour of the abstract or detailed mod-els?epi Half an hour is su�cient to explain the behaviour ofthe model as shown by the graphical user interface tothe epi animation.latos� The lack of a graphical user-interface makes it asdi�cult to interpret the behaviours generated by themodel as it is to understand the model itself. Someknowledge of the �-calculus is needed, which wouldtake half a day to explain.Prolog� A detailed knowledge of Prolog nor �-calculusis needed to understand the results of the animations,but a notion of processes and communication wouldsu�ce. This could be explained probably in one hour.SuperVISE Detailed knowledge of VHDL+ and thecode are not needed, but an appreciation of the com-ponents within the model is. This could be com-municated using a block diagram. However withouta working knowledge of the VHDL simulator beingused and of the simulation/operation of electroniccircuits an observer will have di�culty. The totaltime would be half a day.

Product-nets The pictorial nature of Product-netsmakes it relatively easy to explain the behaviour ofthe model. An hour would be su�cient to achievesu�cient understanding.Spin Detailed knowledge of the method is not needed asthe graphical output of the message chart animatoris readily understood. The total time for an explana-tion would 30 minutes.Mur� Detailed knowledge of Mur� is required as the onlytangible result of a Mur� execution is a detailed tex-tual trace of the rules that have been �red. Thismight take half a day.B One would need to explain the basics of B's state vari-ables and operations, which would take 15 minutes.In addition to that the model must be explained,making a total of 30 minutes.Z Detailed knowledge is unnecessary to understand theresults of the animations. A typical 2-day Z readingcourse as used in industry will be su�cient.QNAP2 An understanding of the underlying mathemat-ics is required to understand the results produced bythe solvers. Appropriate training might take half aday.4 Techniques and ToolsThere is a wide variety in the nature of the various toolsand techniques. Some of the techniques were developedpurely for their theoretical interest, whereas others havebeen developed to satisfy practical needs, for examplemodelling distributed systems.Question 9How practical is the tool/technique?epi provides an e�ective notation for capturing and un-derstanding certain types of complex behaviour. Itwould be more di�cult to describe large systems, andfor many simple systems using epi would not be coste�ective.latos� notation is useful only in the abstract due to lackof data structures. The technique would not be prac-tical for more concrete or larger applications.Prolog� The approach of using Prolog to specify thesemantics of the �-calculus and then to specify themodel in the �-calculus is practical because neitherinvolve a lot of work once familiarity with both hasbeen acquired. To be able to specify the semanticsof the modelling language separately from the model7



speci�cation brings with it a signi�cant degree of ex-ibility. Prolog makes it straightforward to add so-phisticated tracing facilities. The drawback is thatonly depth �rst searches are e�cient, breadth �rstsearches can be impractical due to large memory re-quirements. With a tabling implementation of Pro-log, however, (i.e. one that avoids recomputation ofa previously reached goal) the power of �nite statemodel checking is easily available [32].SuperVISE is not practical for the present purpose be-cause:� writing VHDL+ is alien to most programmersand it is too low level for the particular problemat hand. VHDL+ does not provide the rightkind of abstraction.� simulatingVHDL+ is hard because the tools arenot targeted for this sort of activity.Product-nets are practical. Understanding the methodand tools would help the programmer whilst imple-menting the system. Code cannot be derived auto-matically from the speci�cation. The method andtools would be more useful to the designer for com-paring and validating di�erent designs. The productnet tool is good at providing accurate informationabout speci�cations. Other tools exist that can han-dle larger speci�cations but do this at the cost ofproviding less accurate information.Spin is practical because the notation is appropriate todescribing concurrent systems. The tool providesuseful information about the behaviour of the model,and does so in a graphical form.Mur� is not practical because the semantic gap betweena mental model of a concurrent system and a rulebased transition system is large. Bridging the se-mantic gap is di�cult, error prone and gives rise to aloss of abstraction. Mur� lacks the ability to reasonabout liveness properties.B is practical because the method and toolkit are usedin industry for commercial projects.Z is practical and widely applied. Most of the tools thatwe have used (Z/EVES [35], ZTC [17] and PiZA [11])are not merely academic tools. The show case of us-ing Z is the speci�cation of the IBM CICS system [15](a distributed transaction processing system). Allthese observations indicate that Z with its tools isquite practical.QNAP2 is practical and it is programmer friendly. Theperformance models are useful as part of the require-ments. The results derived from the performance

models are useful during system level design. SWAPis practical because it incorporates a visual repre-sentation using of the system using the latest GUItechnology.Some notations give rise to more intuitive descriptionsthan others, mainly through the use of graphical repre-sentations. Using familiar notation borrowed from pro-gramming languages can also be helpful.Question 10Did the technique allow/encourage giving clear and simpledescriptions?epi description is clear and simple, and is comparable inthis respect to the Z and B notations. The Product-net notation is simpler.latos� description is less than clear and simple becauseof the lack of data structures in the pure �-calculusthat we used. It can be quite di�cult to understandthe interactions of the processes because of the expo-nential growth of the number of interleavings betweenprocesses.Prolog� is perhaps not the ideal formalism to specifydistributed data base systems because the calculuslacks convenient facilities for specifying data struc-tures. For bigger models this would be a problem.SuperVISE VHDL+ is too low level to allow for a clearand simple description of the model.Product-nets speci�cations are clear and simple. Thenotation makes hierarchical descriptions possible. Itsupports, but does not necessarily enforce, the use ofgood structuring methods.Spin notation provides processes and channels, which al-low for clear and simple descriptions of concurrentsystems. The data structures provided are crude (ar-rays only).Mur� is less appropriate for modelling concurrent sys-tems, because of its at communication structure(processes interact at global level only) and the crudesupport of data structures (arrays only).B description is small and clear and is independent of thedistributed architecture of the design.Z The abstract model is clear and simple, �tting com-fortably on one slide whilst using meaningful names.QNAP2 The queueing networks at the abstract level areexpressed in a programming notation. This makes ittoo easy to develop overly complicated descriptions.The programming activity has to be supported by8



additional work to draw graphical representations ofthe queueing networks. At present this is done man-ually. The graphical representations are clear andsimple.4.1 DiscoveriesThe main purpose of building a model of a system is togain a better understanding in the problem domain, whichin our case is the behaviour of customers, o�ces and cen-tres whilst managing a distributed database. Once a goodunderstanding of the problem domain has been obtained,one might have speci�c questions about the domain, suchas whether it is possible to obtain a particular servicetwice.Question 11Did the technique help you to explore the problem domain?epi model was created precisely to explore the problemdomain. Certain questions are su�ciently complex tomake good use of the description of the model. Forexample can a service be provided twice or can thatbe ruled out?latos� state space exploration shows that:� There is an exponential number of interactionsbetween processes.� All clients are eventually served.Prolog� has helped us to explore two questions aboutthe domain:� A thief has been introduced along with the reg-ular customer to show that the thief cannot ob-tain a service.� Animations using depth �rst and breadth �rstsearches have given con�dence that a customeris eventually served. Model checking has yet totake place to prove this property.SuperVISE does not really help to explore the prob-lem domain, because of the need to draw pictures ofprocesses and connections before beginning to spec-ify. SuperVISE might have helped to �nd answersto questions about the domain if we had pursuedthis avenue beyond our current investment. We arecurrently investigating this issue using another casestudy.Product-nets helped us to answer the following twoquestions:

� If a customer is provided with her service aftera request for service is passed on to the centre,the service is provided only after the centre hasapproved it.� If a customer goes to her home o�ce, she isserved eventually.Spin exploration of the problem domain has helped us todiscover and study two problems:� The lack of certain liveness properties of thesecond model (where customers remain activein the system) prompted us to introduce there�nement with queues, which has all the re-quired liveness properties. Queues would indeedbe necessary in the implementation of the realsystem, and the Spin experiments have allowedus to �nd the minimum size of the queues be-tween customers and o�ces.� The second problem we found is that a `stub-born' customer can always go to the wrong o�ceand thus never obtain a service.Mur� The model is so simple that no insights in theproblem domain have arisen.B helps to explore the problem domain. The descriptionis concise and independent of the distributed imple-mentation and is only concerned with the problemfrom the point of view of the users of the system. Thismakes it easy to ask questions about the descriptionwithout being encumbered by irrelevant detail. Theabstract B description speci�cally helps to identifythe nature of the service o�ered to customers fromthe customer viewpoint.Z animation has made it possible to answer the followingquestions about the domain:� The same service cannot be provided twice.� If there is an authority for providing a servicethen it will be provided.QNAP2 and SWAP suggest di�erent ways of con�gur-ing systems e.g. types of scheduling, multi-server op-tions. The gives insight into the potential sources ofbottlenecks in a real system.Any model will be an abstraction of reality; our model isparticularly abstract. A model will thus leave unspeci�edvarious aspects. One needs to gain insight in such aspectsbefore for example moving on to building a more detailedmodel.Question 12Did the technique help you to identify missing parts of themodel?9



epi Here are two examples of relevant questions, whichhave been explored using the epi description and thetools:� What happens if two customers turn up simul-taneously at two separate foreign o�ces?� Is it possible for a customer to get two o�cesdesignated as her home o�ce?latos� animation has identi�ed two potential problemswith the epi version of the model, on which the latos�version is based:� Hidden return channels are not used through-out, instead some of the return channels arepublic. Using hidden return channels wouldmake the speci�cation more robust.� The description should have been encapsulated(using the restriction operator to hide all freenames). This would prevent public channelsfrom interacting with rogue agents.Prolog� has helped us to uncover one missing featureof the initial speci�cation: The model is liable to adeadlock in the situation when o�ce 1 asks the cen-tre for information which resides at o�ce 2 and viceversa.SuperVISE helped to discover the following problem: Inan earlier version of the system, we had concentratedso much on authorising services at a foreign o�ce thatwe had forgotten to revoke authorisation at the homeo�ce. This was brought to light by the simulationactivity.Product-nets,QNAP2 No missing parts were identi-�ed since the model was not intended to be detailedor even complete. In general, omissions, if any, wouldhave been found.Spin,Mur� both detected immediately that, in the orig-inal description of the solution, if the centre does notknow a customer, deadlock occurs.B The question that came to light whilst working on theB description was when the relevant parts of the database are distributed.Z animation identi�ed a situation where the state of acomponent was partially unde�ned.A model might contain inconsistencies, or there maybe discrepancies between an abstract and a more detailedversion of a model. Such inconsistencies are harmful andneed to be discovered.

Question 13Did the technique help to identify inconsistencies in de-scriptions?epi,latos�,Prolog�,Mur�,B did not help to discoverinconsistencies.SuperVISE has the capability to �nd inconsistencies inthe model, but relies on the user to drive the simula-tions to recognise them should they occur.Product-nets The �rst, abstract model contained a de-liberate inconsistency in the sense that a customerdisappears from the system after having been served.This inconsistency showed up after all customers inthe system had been served.Spin did not help to �nd inconsistencies, but one couldimagine two o�ces having the records of a single cus-tomer. In this case it would be necessary to verifythat the customers get served only once.Z did not help to �nd inconsistencies in any of the threemodels. We have not tried to prove properties of themodels, but if we had, any inconsistencies would havecome to light.QNAP2 has not helped us to discover inconsistenciesbut the SWAP tool checks that system-level con�g-urations are valid with respect to the parameters ofthe library components.4.2 BackgroundHere we present information about the background of theexperiments, such as the source of information used whilstbuilding the models, and the motivation for building themodel.Question 14What is your description based on?epi model is based on recollection of oral presentationsand documents on the real system.latos� model is closely based on the epi description.Prolog�,SuperVISE,B,Z,QNAP2 The description isbased on recollection of oral presentation.Product-nets The �rst, abstract model is based on oralpresentation and documentation. The second moredetailed model is based on independent development.Spin model was based on recollection of an oral presen-tation. This turned out to be not entirely correct.Interestingly, the experimentation with Spin brought10



the misunderstanding to light. The incorrect inter-pretation assumed that the centre would sometimescommunicate directly with the customer. However,a customer only communicates with an o�ce, whichthen communicates with the centre on the customersbehalf.Mur� model is based on recollection of oral presentationand the Spin model.The methods that we have used are mostly either pro-cess based or state based, but we have also used someother approaches. It is interesting to see that more thananything else, the nature of the method determines thefocus of the model, and also the way the components ofthe system are modelled.Question 15What is the main focus of the description?epi model focuses on message passing. To describe thisit was necessary to also provide a description of theinternal state of the processes involved.latos� The centre, o�ces and customers are processes,communicating over channels with �xed names. Allother objects are represented by names passed overthe channels.Prolog� The centre, o�ces and customers are processes,communicating over channels with �xed names. Thedata bases are facts in the Prolog system.SuperVISE focuses on concurrent processes exchangingmessages. The data bases are represented as localstate owned by the processes.Product-nets The focus of the model is provided by thecustomers. They are represented as tokens wanderingthrough the network. O�ces are also represented astokens, but they remain at their positions. The centreis represented by a sub network. It can be viewed asan active component. Communication is representedby �ring of transitions. The data base as maintainedby the centre has the form of a multi set.Spin model focuses on the processes and communica-tions. The data base was modelled as a pair of arrays.Mur� is mainly state based. Therefore, modelling inmur� focuses on breaking the life cycle of a process inphases. This is necessary to make explicit the pointsat which interaction between sections of code occursand points at which non-deterministic choice occurs.In addition, one must ensure that an explicit hand-shake takes place for each synchronous communica-tion.

B The service is represented as an abstract state machinewith which users interact. Both the description anddesign are described as single state machines. Thecomponents are modelled implicitly by the opera-tions and state variables that relate to them, e.g.,the centre is modelled implicitly by the operations fordistributing services and for dealing with non-localqueries. The data is represented by appropriatelytyped state variables. Communication is modelledby operations.Z The focus of the level 0 and 1 models is state, thefocus of the more detailed model is state combinedwith communication. In all models the data basesare modelled by partial functions, customers are notexplicitly modelled. The centre and the o�ces aremodelled depending on the level of detail. In the mostabstract model no centre or o�ces exist. At level 1the centre and the o�ces are modelled by state, andat level 2 they are modelled by more detailed stateand the ability to send and receive messages. At level2 communications is modelled by a relation.QNAP2 model focuses on the performance character-istics of a queueing network. The most importantcharacteristics are the workload imposed by the cus-tomers, and the quality of service obtained by thecustomers.Tool support is important, as studying a model involvesmany repetitive tasks that can successfully be automated.The user is then encouraged to concentrate on the intel-lectual challenges in the experiment.Question 16What tools did you use and why?epi animator and associated state space search engineproved invaluable to explore the full state space.latos� translates the model, as well as the description ofthe operational semantics of the monadic �-calculusinto a Miranda [37] program. This program exploresthe entire state space.Prolog� Sicstus Prolog [6] has been used for the exper-iments. The logen partial evaluator [18] has beenused to compile the �-calculus semantics with themodel into low level Prolog so as to allow for fasteranimation.SuperVISE is the translator from VHDL+ to VHDL,and ModelSim is the VHDL simulator.Product-nets The tools use are the Product net ma-chine and the SH veri�cation tool. They o�er:11



� a graphical editor to create the speci�cation,� a project administration tool to manage speci�-cations consisting of multiple subnets,� a simulation tool on the graphical level,� a textual simulator with di�erent operationmodes (user driven/ randomly driven, stepwisesimulation/ multi-step simulation),� an exhaustive simulator (complete reachabilityanalyser),� an abstraction tool to decrease state-space sizesand to perform certain consistency checks,� a temporal logic model checker including linearand approximate satisfaction (i.e., satisfactionunder fairness) of properties.The di�erent parts of the tool are integrated by acommon user interface that allows for a unique accessto the di�erent parts of the system.Spin provides an integrated environment (Xspin) run-ning under X-windows with a simulator, veri�er, mes-sage animator, LTL manager, and �nite state ma-chine viewer of control graphs. The tools are nicelycross referenced, so that clicking on an object or eventin one window highlights corresponding parts of otherwindows.The Spin simulator can be driven interactively or bytraces provided by the veri�er. Spin was chose be-cause of its maturity, the fact that it is widely avail-able and free.Mur� has a Spartan interface consisting of the Mur�compiler (which generates C++).B toolkit was used to syntax-check and animate the de-scription. It was also used to check the consistencyof the description.Z Three tools have been used to support the modellingin Z:� The LATEX document processing with appropri-ate styles for producing documents and slides.� The Z/EVES system for type checking of theLATEX source. Z/EVES also supports interactivetheorem proving but we have not made use ofthis facility.� The PiZA system animates the speci�cation. Itsinput is a direct translation of the LATEX sources.The ability to work with one single source is an ad-vantage.

QNAP2 is an established tool for calculating propertiesof queueing networks. A possible alternative wouldbe to use a general purpose tool such as Mathematica.The Swap tool was used because of our involvementin its development.Not all experiments have been performed with the samemotivation. For example one might be inspired by theproblem itself, or one might be interested in applying aparticular tool. We do not believe that the motivationhas actually inuenced the outcomes because whateverthe motivation, the experiment wants to be successful.Here success is measured in terms of the number of dis-coveries, either about the problem domain, the model orthe method.Question 17Why did you write the description?epi description was created to understand the principlesof the real service.latos� was used to study an application of the �-calculussemantics.Prolog� and the ecce partial evaluation system [21] hasbeen used to experiment with partial evaluation andabstract interpretation as a form of model checking.This is a fairly recent and promising idea [19, 20],which we are planning to pursue further.SuperVISE was used to evaluate the tools for the pur-pose of modelling distributed systems.Product-nets The Product net model was created to beable to compare the tools and the technique with theother tools.Spin,Mur� were used to show that model checking is avalid approach to studying distributed systems, andthat model checking can provide useful insights.B was used to understand and clarify the problem domainand to produce a provably-correct design.Z models were created to help understand the problemand to show that Z is useful for describing models ofdistributed systems.QNAP2 was used to show that even small performancemodels might be useful. Swap was used because wewished to exercise it.5 ConclusionThe �nal question attempts to summarise the particularexperiences. We should like to stress that our conclusions12



. Process based State based#.Question epi latos� Prolog� SuperVISE Product-nets Spin Mur� B Z QNAP21.abstract description is formal (++=formaland graphical) + + + � ++ + + + + ++2.description is abstract ( +=as in Figure 1,++=more, �=less abstract) + + + � + + + ++ ++ ++3.abstract description animated (++=morethan just manually driven, �=not animated) ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ + + + ++4.there is a second detailed description(++=there is also a third re�nement) � � � � + ++ + + ++ +5.detailed has been veri�ed against abstract(++=proof sketch, +=properties only) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. + � � ++ � �6.days spent creating the descriptions (assumingthat there are 20 working days per month) 1 40 2 40 1 5 7 2 2 57.days needed to understand descriptions 1 1 1 2 1 0.5 1 2 3 0.58.hours needed to understand animation 0.5 4 1 4 1 0.5 4 1 1 49.practicality of the tool/technique(++=scalable and/or graphical) + + + � ++ ++ � ++ ++ ++10.clarity of the descriptions (++=data abstrac-tions possible) + � � � ++ + + ++ ++ +11.helps to explore the problem domain(++=something was learned) + ++ ++ + ++ ++ + + + ++12.helps to identify missing parts of the speci�-cation (+=a missing feature was found) ++ ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ +13.ability to identify inconsistencies (+=an in-consistency was found) + + + + ++ + + + + ++14.basis of description (+=oral presentation++=presentation and documentation) ++ ++ + + + + + + + +15.main focus of description (C=communication,S=state, P=performance) C C C C C C CS S S P16.number of separate tools used (1=IDE { Inte-grated environment) 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 217.motivation (+=to understand the problem�=to exercise technique/tool) + � � � � � � + � +18.conclusion about technique/tool (++=scalesup, checks safety and liveness properties,�=not user friendly) + � ++ � ++ ++ � ++ ++ ++Table 1: Summary of the answers to the questions. Please note that these answers apply to our way of using thetechnique/tool, and for a particular purpose. 13



apply to the particular models we built. Our conclusionsdo not necessarily carry over to other modelling activities.Question 18What is the main conclusion about using your tech-nique/tool?epi In a sense the epi model falls in between two stools. Itis not easy enough to use for real programmers. Theneed for real data structures to model the internalstate of the processes makes the model unnecessarilycomplicated from the point of view of the theory.latos� is of limited use in its present state because thetool is not user friendly.Prolog� Prolog is a good tool to implement speci�ca-tion languages, and to experiment with speci�cationswritten in such languages. The promise of �nite stateand in�nite state model checking provides a furtherincentive to use Prolog with partial evaluation.SuperVISE in its present form is not the most appro-priate tool. It requires a user to:� write VHDL-like code which is unfriendly andunnatural to software engineers.� use a VHDL simulatorHowever, SuperVISE has some interesting and pow-erful features which have not been exposed here,notably multi-level modelling and the power of theSuperVISE interface which enables the execution ofmodels assembled from components described in dif-fering levels of detail.Product-nets are useful for the speci�cation of systemsat the architectural level, to compare di�erent de-signs, to search for errors in high level designs. Atypical speci�cation would be far removed from anactual implementation and currently it is not possi-ble to automatically generate code.Spin,Mur� Spin is more powerful than Mur�. Its nota-tion is appropriate for modelling concurrent systems,even though the data structuring facilities are prim-itive. Mur� would be useful as an alternative if Spinwere not available, although it is unable to deal withliveness properties.B is appropriate to specify a distributed database prob-lem. Some training is required but once the methodis understood, the tools are easy to use.Z Our experience with modelling in Z shows that the ab-stract description is clear, concise, and useful. Themost detailed description is perhaps not best done in

Z because of the lack of support for concurrency in Z.The tools were found to be surprisingly easy to use,because they interwork well.QNAP2 and Swap have a sound theoretical basis inqueueing theory. The method is well established andof practical value. The Swap tool is currently underdevelopment. The user of the method/tools has to beskilled in the interpretation of the statistical results.We believe that the design of any distributed systemshould be guided by its performance characteristics.It is important to keep the models up-to-date after asystem has been delivered, as hardware and softwarecon�gurations will change, thus a�ecting the perfor-mance characteristics.Table 1 summarises the main �ndings, which indicatethat:� The �-calculus gives the most elegant model of theapplication. Product-nets are more verbose but eas-ier to understand because they are expressed graph-ically.� Model checkers based on Linear Temporal Logic(Product-nets and Spin) give the most comprehen-sive information about the model.� The integrated tools (B-tool, Spin and Product nets)provide the best support.� The B method and tools provides the most appropri-ate path from abstract speci�cation to an implemen-tation.AcknowledgementsThis research was partially supported by a grant from ICLand by EPSRC grant GR/J08928.We are grateful in particular to Nic Holt of ICL forcomments on an earlier draft of the paper.References[1] J.-R. Abrial. The B-Book: Assigning Programs toMeanings. Cambridge University Press, 1996.[2] J.-R. Abrial, E. B�orger, and H. Langmaack (eds.).Formal Methods for Industrial Applications { Spec-ifying and Programming the Steam Boiler Control,LNCS 1165. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1996.[3] A. O. Allen. Probability, Statistics and QueueingTheory with Computer Science Applications. Aca-demic Press, New York, second edition, 1990.14
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A The polyadic �-calculus modelanimated by EpiThe centre (below) inputs (using the in operation) fromchannel s the name of a customer b and the name of areturn channel r. The centre then outputs (out operation)on channel r the name of the customer, together with theservice pm.at(b). Here pm is an object representing a setof pairs mapping customers to their services. The methodcall at(b) selects the service due to customer b, or nil ifthe customer is not represented in the data base pm. Therecursive call to the agent centre records the fact thatcustomer b has now been served, by deleting the singletonset set().add(b) from the domain of pm.centre(pm,s):=in(s,(b,r)::out(r,(b,pm.at(b)),centre(pm.ds(set().add(b)),s))).At the �rst line of the agent below, an o�ce inputsfrom channel r the name of a customer (b) and a returnchannel to the customer (c). At the second line of theagent, the method member(b) decides whether the cus-tomer is known to the o�ce by checking if b is in thedomain (pm.dom()) of the set of maplets pm. If the cus-tomer is known to the o�ce, the latter provides the servicedirectly (third line of the agent beginning with the key-word then). Otherwise the o�ce consults with the centre(fourth line of the agent beginning with else).office(s,pm,r):=in(r,(b,c)::pm.dom().member(b)thenout(c,pm.at(b),office(s,pm.ds(set().add(b)),r))elseout(s,(b,r),in(r,(b,m)::out(c,m,office(s,pm,r))))).A customer (below) chooses an o�ce from the setoffices. The alt method binds the name r to the iden-tity of the chosen o�ce. The interaction with the choseno�ce consists of sending the o�ce the identity of the cus-tomer (b), the name of the return channel (c) and thento receive the service (x) on the return channel. The cus-tomer expires (skip()) once served.customer(b,c):=offices.alt(r::out(r,(b,c),in(c,x::skip()))).The model is brought to life by creating six concurrentprocesses: the centre, two o�ces and three customers.The system is con�gured as shown in Figure 1. In theagent de�nition below, the set pmc represents the database for the centre, and the sets pm1 and pm2 represent thedata bases for the o�ces. Channel 0 is used for commu-nications with the centre, channels 11 and 12 are used byboth the customers and the centre to communicate withthe o�ces, and channels 91 to 93 are the return channelsfor the customers.16



system:=par(centre(pmc,0),par(par(office(0,pm1,11),office(0,pm2,12)),par(customer(1,91),par(customer(2,92),customer(3,93))))).A.1 Epi animation resultsThe Epi GUI looks like a spreadsheet. Users enter ex-pressions describing relevant information about the stateof a model and Epi calculates and shows the correspond-ing values. To animate a speci�cation the user requestsstatements to be executed that alter the state of the sys-tem. The GUI provides a button with each statement sothat it may be activated. Neither the expressions nor thestatements are �xed. The user is free to program appro-priate expressions for evaluation, and/or statements forcontrolling the animation.Figure 2 shows three screenshots, produced by trac-ing the progress of customer 1 through the system. Ini-tially there is a menu of six possible choices, two choicesfor each of the three customers. The value of expres-sion p.menu().members() shows the list of six choices.The list is displayed in a scrolling window, so that onlythe beginning is visible. Here (11 (1 91)) means thatthe system is ready to transmit the message consist-ing of the tuple (1 91) on channel 11. The expressionp.menu().size() shows the length of the menu.Activating the button labelled p:=p.arbstep() pro-duces the state shown in the second screenshot. Thismakes an arbitrary choice out of the menu of possibili-ties. Apparently the system has allowed customer 1 tocommunicate with o�ce 1. This reduces the number ofchoices to 3, because o�ce 1 is now preparing to servecustomer 1 (action (91 45)). Customers 2 and 3 mayonly communicate with o�ce 2.The next step is to activate the button labelledp:=p.arbstepc(91). This makes an arbitrary choice ofthe events enabled on channel 91. The selection causes of-�ce 1 to complete serving customer 1, so that now o�ce 1is available again for the remaining two customers. Sincecustomer 1 leaves the system after being served, there areonly four choices left.Our example shows animations being driven `forward',but they can also be rolled back. This is achieved by se-lecting the button labelled p:=back(). Rewinding anima-tions is useful when alternative behaviours are explored.The user is thus able to explore the model, and may doso in a rather convenient and familiar (spreadsheet-like)setting. Epi also o�ers search facilities but we will notdiscuss those here.

B The monadic �-calculus modelanimated by LatosThe centre (below) initially knows about one customer u,and listens (using the input operation ?) on a channel sfor requests from o�ces. The centre expects to receive thename of a private communication channel q. The centrethen reads the name of a customer from channel q intob and the name of a return channel into r. The namematching operation [b=u] ensures that when b matchesu, the `name' 42 is sent (using the output operation !) overthe return channel r. The recursive call Centre(_,s) re-starts the centre, this time without knowledge of the cus-tomer. This models the fact that once served, a customercannot be served again.Centre(u,s)=s?q.q?b.q?r.[b=u]r!42.Centre(_,s);An o�ce initially knows about two customers v and u.An o�ce listens to customers on channel r and it talks tothe centre over channel s. An o�ce expects to receive thename of a private communication channel q then readsthe name of a customer into b and the name of a returnchannel into c. If b matches v, the `name' 42 is sent overthe return channel, and the o�ce starts over again, thistime without knowledge of the customer v, again, thismodels the fact that once served, a customer cannot beserved again. Otherwise (+), if the customer matches u,the o�ce embarks on a communication round with thecentre as described above. Eventually the o�ce eitherreturns `42' to the centre, which then passes it on to thecustomer, or the center dies, blocking the o�ce as well.Office(s,v,u,r)=r?q.q?b.q?c.([b=v]c!42.Office(s,_,u,r) +[b=u]((o)(q)s!q.q!b.q!o.o?m.c!m.Office(s,v,_,r)));A customer knows its own identity b and it attempts tocommunicate with two o�ces x and y. The name q is aprivate channel used to communicate the identity of thecustomer to the o�ce, whereas the private channel c isused to receive the service from the o�ce. The last ac-tion of each of the two alternatives in the customer's agentspeci�cation is calling calling an agent S, with the identityof the customer and the name of the service provided bythe o�ce as parameters. The model does not provide ade�nition for this agent, so the customer processes dead-lock once S has been called. This arrangement has beenused to enable scenarios to be identi�ed that represent acustomer who has been provided with the requested ser-vice.Customer(b,x,y)=((c)(q)x!q.q!b.q!c.c?x.S(b,x))+((c)(q)y!q.q!b.q!c.c?x.S(b,x));17



Figure 2: A sample Epi animation.
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The system agent starts six concurrent (|) processes:the centre, the two o�ces and the three customers in acon�guration as illustrated in Figure 1.system=(c1)(c2)(c3)(o1)(o2)(s0)(Centre(c3,s0)|Office(s0,c1,c3,o1)|Office(s0,c2,c3,o2)|Customer(c1,o1,o2)|Customer(c2,o1,o2)|Customer(c3,o1,o2))B.1 Animation resultsLatos animations show the evolution of the model, by list-ing all the possible interactions that may take place ateach step. This amounts to a breadth �rst search of thestate space. The earliest possibility for customer n 2 [1; 2]to receive her service is at step 4. The individual stepsinvolved are:1. a private channel is established between customer nand her home o�ce n;2. customer n sends her identity over the private chan-nel;3. a private return channel is established between cus-tomer n and her home o�ce n;4. the service (42) is returned to the customer.Both customers 1 and 2 have only one way of beingserved, but customer 3 has two ways of receiving service.However, she has to wait until step 8 for the earliest op-portunity to be served because the o�ces have to consultwith the centre. The latos animations show that customer3 may receive her service via two routes, one taking foursteps when Customer 3 and O�ce 1 communicate, anda further four steps to allow O�ce 1 and the Centre tocommunicate. The second route is analogous, but useso�ce 2 instead.Up to 54 interleavings of these four scenarios are pos-sible (considering as equivalent agent expressions thatare �-convertible), taking up to 8 + 4 = 12steps. Thismakes the latos animations verbose and time consumingto calculate (40 minutes on a SPARCstation-20 @ 60MHz,128MB, Solaris 2.5). Latos is thus less than optimal forexperimenting with larger models.C The Prolog-� ModelThe Prolog-� model of the distributed data base prob-lem is expressed in the �-calculus. The novelty of theapproach lies in implementing the �-calculus in Prolog,thereby making existing Prolog technology available forthe animation, formal veri�cation and validation. (The

same can also be achieved for other formalisms such asCCS or Petri Nets.)The constructs of the �-calculus we have used are asfollows (for convenience we have added a \non-match"construct [x 6= y ]P to the standard �-calculus):� \0" inaction (a process that does nothing),� \P1 + P2" choice between two processes P1 and P2,� \�cx :P" output value x on channel c and continuewith process P ,� \c(x ):P" input value x on channel c and continuewith process P (an input value x can synchronisewith an output value x on the same channel, resultingin [for the outside world] the silent action � ),� \P1 j P2" parallel composition of two processes P1and P2,� \(x )P" restricting process P from performing inputor output on channel x (except for internal synchro-nisation � ),� \[x = y ]P" only enable P if the match x = y suc-ceeds,� \[x 6= y ]P" only enable P if the match x = y fails,and� \A(y1; : : : ; yn )" behaves like the process de�ned byan agent de�ning equation A(x1; : : : ; xn) =def P (thisenables recursion).An interpreter for this variant of the �-calculus can bewritten in Prolog, thanks to its built-in mechanisms foruni�cation and non-determinism. The particular inter-preter we have used is shown in Figure 4. Note that, forsimplicity, we have not (yet) implemented the full scopingrules of the �-calculus, as they were not required for ourparticular problem.The predicate trans/3 in Figure 4 has as arguments a�-calculus expression, an action, and the �-calculus ex-pression resulting from applying the action to the �rstexpression. This predicate de�nes the behaviour of every�-calculus construct in a straightforward manner. For in-stance the �rst clause can be read as: \an expression X+Ycan perform the action A resulting in the new expressionX1 if the sub-expression X can perform the same actionA leading to X1." Based on this predicate, Figure 4 alsocomprises a simple depth-�rst trace facility (trace/2) de-�ned in just 2 clauses. We will show more elaborate toolsbelow.19



Figure 3: The architecture of the SuperVISE model.trans(X + _Y,A,X1) :- trans(X,A,X1).trans(_X + Y,A,Y1) :- trans(Y,A,Y1).trans(eq(V1,V2,X),A,X1) :- V1=V2,trans(X,A,X1).trans(neq(V1,V2,X),A,X1) :- \+(V1=V2),trans(X,A,X1).trans(!(V,Ch,X), V!Ch,X).trans(?(V,Ch,X), V?Ch,X).trans(X//Y, V<->Ch, X1//Y1) :-trans(X, V!Ch, X1), trans(Y, V?Ch, Y1).trans(X//Y, V<->Ch, X1//Y1) :-trans(X,V?Ch,X1), trans(Y,V!Ch,Y1).trans(X//Y, A, X1//Y ) :- trans(X,A,X1).trans(X//Y, A, X//Y1 ) :- trans(Y,A,Y1).trans(agent(X),A,X1) :- agent(X,AE),trans(AE,A,X1).trans((Expr-CList), A, (X-CList) ) :- /* restrict */trans(Expr,A,X),\+(hidden(A,CList)).hidden(_V ? Ch, CList) :- member(Ch,CList).hidden(_V ! Ch, CList) :- member(Ch,CList).trace(Expr,[A]) :- trans(Expr,A,_NewExpr).trace(Expr,[A|Res]) :-trans(Expr,A,NewExpr),trace(NewExpr,Res).Figure 4: An interpreter for the �-calculus (without scoperules)

C.1 Describing the ModelWe will now present a �rst attempt at formalising thedistributed data base problem in our version of the �-calculus. For this we will de�ne the following types ofagents:1. Customers, which ask for a service and then wait forthe service, (modelled here as a payment);2. Thieves, which repeatedly ask and then wait for ser-vices;3. Centres, which coordinate o�ces and do not handleservice requests directly;4. O�ces, which have a small database of customersthey know (actually only one customer they know)and which can handle service requests by customersand database requests by centres as well as requestinginformation about unknown customers from centres.Our �rst attempt at modelling these agents was as fol-lows:1. Customer(Id ;O) =def�Oservice request(Id):O(Service):02. Thief (Id ;O) =def�Oservice request(Id):O(Service):Thief (Id ;O)3. Centre(P1;P2) =defP1(db request(Id)): �P2db request(Id):20



(P2(ok(Id)): �P1ok(Id):Centre(P1;P2)+P2(ko(Id)): �P1ko(Id):Centre(P1;P2))+ P2(db request(Id)): �P1db request(Id):(P1(ok(Id)): �P2ok(Id):Centre(P1;P2)+P1(ko(Id)): �P2ko(Id):Centre(P1;P2))4. O�ce(C ;P ;DB) =defC (db request(Id)):([Id = DB ] �Cok(Id):O�ce(C ;P ;0)+[Id 6= DB ] �Cko(Id):O�ce(C ;P ;DB))+P(service request(Id)):([Id = DB ] �Pmoney(Id):O�ce(C ;P ;0)+[Id 6= DB ] �Cdb request(Id):(C (ok(Id)):�Pmoney(Id):O�ce(C ;P ;DB)+C (ko(Id)):�Pzilch(Id):O�ce(C ;P ;DB)) )The arguments of the agents are as follows. Customersand thieves carry an identi�er Id as well as a channelO on which they will communicate with a particular of-�ce. Centres carry two channels P1;P2 via which they areconnected to 2 o�ces. O�ces carry two channels C ;Pfor communicating with the centre and the public respec-tively, as well as a database DB . This database eithercontains a customer identi�er, meaning the customer iseligible for a service, or the empty value 0.The Prolog encoding of these agents is straightforward.For example, the encoding of customers and thieves issimply accomplished by de�ning the followingProlog facts(which will be used by the interpreter in Figure 4):agent(customer(CustID,Office),!(service_request(CustID),Office,?(_Service,Office,stop))).agent(thief(CustID,Office),!(service_request(CustID),Office,?(_Service,Office,agent(thief(CustID,Office)) ))).Based on these basic agents we can now formalise afull-edged system. For instance, the system depicted inFigure 5 can now be described simply by the followingProlog term:agent(thief(666,p2)) //agent(customer(702,p1)) // agent(office(c2,p2,702)) //agent(office(c1,p1,701)) // agent(centre(c1,c2))-[p1,p2,c1,c2]C.2 Some More Advance ToolsLet us now exploit our Prolog implementation of the �-calculus and animate the system in Figure 5, as well astry to verify some properties of it. For instance, we mightwant to be sure that the thief 666 will never get moneyfrom any o�ce. To do this we can de�ne what it meansfor a state to be unsafe, by de�ning the predicate unsafe/1as follows:unsafe(Expr) :-trans(Expr, money(666)<->_Channel, _NewExpr).

���s s ss���Centre O�ce 1O�ce 2�� ���� ���� ��@@��c1c2 p1p2702 7! ok701 7! ok 702666Figure 5: Distributed system, to be encoded in the �-calculusWe can now implement predicates which search for suchunsafe states in a straightforward manner, thanks to Pro-log's search facilities and support for non-determinism.Below are two tools which achieve this task. The �rsttool is an interactive tracer which allow the user to selectamong possible actions.itrace(Expr) :-(unsafe(Expr) -> print(' UNSAFE !!') ; true),findall((B,NE),trans(Expr,B,NE),Options),print_options(Options),nl,print('=> '),prompt(_OldPrompt,''),read(Nr),member_nr((_,NewExpr),Options,Nr),itrace(NewExpr).print_options(Os) :-print('Available Actions:'),nl,member_nr((Opt,_),Os,N),print(' '),print(N), print('. '),print(Opt),nl,fail.print_options([]) :- !,print(' None !'),nl.print_options(_).member_nr(X,[X|_],1).member_nr(X,[_|T],N) :-member_nr(X,T,TN), N is TN + 1.The second tool performs a breadth-�rst search withoutuser interaction. More sophisticated search and tracingfacilities can be implemented with relatively little e�ort.bf_trace(Expr,Trace) :-bf([(Expr,[])],Trace).bf([(_Expr,TrSoFar)|_T],TrSoFar).bf([(Expr,TrSoFar)|T],Trace) :-findall((NewExpr,NewTrace),(trans(Expr,A,NewExpr),append(TrSoFar,[A],NewTrace)),Ns),append(T,Ns,NewL),bf(NewL,Trace).C.3 A Sample Trace leading to deadlockIn this section we present a sample trace of the earlierde�ned �-calculus model of Figure 5, exhibiting a funda-21



mental error in our model. First we de�ne the followingauxiliary predicate, making use of our earlier de�ned in-teractive tracer:iv :- PT = p2, PC = p1,itrace((agent(thief(666,PT)) //agent(customer(702,PC)) // agent(office(c2,p2,702)) //agent(office(c1,p1,701)) // agent(centre(c1,c2)))-[p1,p2,c1,c2]).The execution trace of the query ?-iv. under SicstusProlog is now as follows::| ?- iv.Available Actions:1. service_request(666)<->p22. service_request(702)<->p1=> 1.Available Actions:1. service_request(702)<->p12. db_request(666)<->c2=> 1.Available Actions:1. db_request(666)<->c22. db_request(702)<->c1=> 1.Available Actions:None !In concrete terms, the above trace corresponds to thefollowing scenario. In the �rst action, the thief has re-quested a service from o�ce p2. Then, customer 702 hasrequested a service from o�ce p1. At the third stage theo�ce p1 has requested information from the centre aboutcustomer 666. We are now at a stage where the o�ce p1is waiting for a reply from the centre, and is thus unavail-able for any other action. Also, the centre and the o�cep2 try to communicate, but fail to do so: the centre wantsto request information about customer 666 from p2 whilep2 wants to request information about customer 702 fromthe centre. No actions are available at this stage and wehave a deadlock.C.4 The improved agent de�nitions(no deadlock)Having identi�ed the deadlock, we can try to remedy thesituation. Basically, we have to give o�ces the ability tohandle customers and database requests (from the centre)at the same time. Similarly, a centre has to be able tohandle multiple requests at the same time. The followingadaptation of the above example achieves this:agent(ioffice(Centre,Public,DB),agent(office_customer(Centre,Public,DB))//agent(office_dbserver(Centre,Public,DB)))./* 2 processes: to handle Centres + Customers */

agent(office_customer(Centre,Public,DB),?(service_request(CustID),Public,eq(CustID,DB,!(money(CustID),Public,agent(office_customer(Centre,Public,0))))+neq(CustID,DB, !(db_request(CustID),Centre,?(ok(CustID),Centre,!(money(CustID),Public,agent(office_customer(Centre,Public,DB))))+?(ko(CustID),Centre,!(zilch(CustID),Public,agent(office_customer(Centre,Public,DB)))))))).agent(office_dbserver(Centre,Public,DB),?(db_request(CustID),Centre,eq(CustID,DB,!(ok(CustID),Centre,agent(office_dbserver(Centre,Public,0))))+neq(CustID,DB,!(ko(CustID),Centre,agent(office_dbserver(Centre,Public,DB)))))).agent(icentre(P1,P2),agent(centre_line(P1,P2))//agent(centre_line(P2,P1)))./* 2 processes: to handle 2 Centres */agent(centre_line(P1,P2),?(db_request(CustID),P1,!(db_request(CustID),P2,?(ok(CustID),P2,!(ok(CustID),P1,agent(centre_line(P1,P2))))+ ?(ko(CustID),P2,!(ko(CustID),P1,agent(centre_line(P1,P2))))))).C.5 Conclusion and OutlookWe have shown that Prolog is a good tool to implementspeci�cation languages, and one can experiment withspeci�cations written in such languages with little e�ort.However, the standard execution mechanism of Prolog isactually too weak to easily implement more sophisticatedveri�cation tools such as model checkers. Fortunately,some more recent implementations of Prolog incorporateimprovements such as loop checking and tabling. Theseallow one to easily perform �nite state model checking inan e�cient manner [32]. Furthermore, ongoing research(e.g., [20]) aims at achieving in�nite state model checkingby adapting and enhancing existing technology for theanalysis and optimisation of Prolog programs. We be-lieve that, once these tools are in place, Prolog will proveto be a very generic and exible platform for the formalspeci�cation and veri�cation of software designs.D The SuperVISE modelThe parts of the model are represented in SuperVISE andunderstood by the system as modules of an item of hard-22



ware.These modules are connected by an `interface'. Thede�nition of a SuperVISE interface describes its ports andthe messages which may pass through it. The descriptionof a message de�nes which port it is received from andto which port it is sent. Other modules (including otherinterfaces) may be connected to the ports. A SuperVISEinterface is able to do much more than simple passingof messages, but this is all that was used in this model.SuperVISE communications are broadcast to all modulesconnected to a port and non-synchronous.The interface is a SuperVISE concept. It does not ap-pear in the executable model as the SuperVISE compilerreplaces interface with VHDL code in which compiler-generated modules communicating using signals repro-duce the behaviour of the interface.In the code, the model is described in two sections. The�rst describes the behaviour of the modules, the seconddescribes how these modules are connected.When running the model in a suitable simulator, all ofthe modules execute in parallel (as is normal in hardware).The initial model of this problem comprised four pieces:a Centre, two O�ces and an interface connecting them.The identity of the customer considered to be at an o�ceis determined by setting the value of a variable in theO�ce module. For the initial model, the two o�ces werecoded separately. When the `go' signal is received by anO�ce, it �rst checks the identity of its Customer and looksin its internal data for that Customer.If the Customer is known, the payment authority isrevoked and a message is output indicating the Customerbeing paid.If the Customer is not known, a message is sent to theCentre detailing the identity of the O�ce and that of theCustomer. Because of the nature of message passing inSuperVISE, the O�ce resends the message periodicallyuntil an acknowledgement is received from the Centre.The O�ce then listens (on a private channel from theCentre) for a response from the Centre containing pay-ment authority for the Customer. When this is receiveda message is output detailing the payment.The Centre waits for a message from one of the O�ces.When a message is received, it �rst sends an acknowl-edgement. Next it examines the message to identify theCustomer and the O�ce. It then looks up that Customerin its data and sends a message on the appropriate Of-�ce's channel containing the amount to pay to the Cus-tomer and deletes the authority. The Centre then waitsfor another message from and O�ce. The Centre outputsa variety of messages so that the modeller may see theprogress of the model as it executes.

E The Product Net ModelThe Product net model of the considered scenario is aspeci�cation using high-level Petri nets (Petri nets includ-ing data types) that are called Product Nets [4]. In thesubsequent description of the speci�cation we assume abasic familiarity with Petri nets.The speci�cation is divided into 5 subnets that are com-bined by identifying commonly named places with one an-other. Since customers and o�ces occur in the applicationthat we consider, we model a pool of customers and of-�ces that occur in the speci�cation. These pools are theplaces customers and offices. The �rst subnet of thespeci�cation (Figure 6) simply describes that customer cgoes to o�ce o by �ring transition go to office.
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<c> <c,o>Figure 6: The �rst part of the speci�cation: the customergoes to the o�ce.In Figure 7, a part of the o�ces' behaviour is modelled:If a customer is at an o�ce (customer/o�ce pair in placecustomers at offices) and the customer is known tothe o�ce (a corresponding customer/o�ce pair in placecustomer is known) then she can be paid immediatelyby �ring transition pay customer. (For the purpose ofthis speci�cation we assume that providing a service canbe represented as paying an amount of money.)
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<c,o>Figure 7: The second part of the speci�cation: Paymentat the home o�ce of the customer.If the customer is not known to the o�ce (modelled byan inhibitor arc from place customer is known to tran-sition request information in Figure 8), a request forinformation about this customer is sent to the approvingcentre.Figure 9 represents the centre's behaviour. If it receives23
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<c,o>Figure 8: The third part of the speci�cation: Customerrequest is referred to the centre.a request from an o�ce, it sends an OK-message or a NO-message depending on whether it could �nd informationabout the eligibility of the customer to receive requestedpayment.
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<c,o,’NO’>Figure 9: The fourth part of the speci�cation. The cen-tre decides whether or not to authorise payment to thecustomer.Depending on the centre's response the customermay be paid at the o�ce. This situation ismodelled in Figure 10 by �ring either transitionpay customer after request or do not pay customer.The speci�cation has been analysed and validated us-ing the integrated tool suite Product Net Machine / SH-Veri�cation Tool [30]. First an exhaustive constructionof the speci�cation's state-space was done. The systemhas an initial state comprising of three customers andtwo o�ces. Two of the customers are known to one ofthe o�ces respectively and one customer is known to beeligible to receive payment by the centre. After an ab-straction step [26] that only focussed on relevant actionsof the speci�cation with respect to customer service, thestate-space was decreased from 2173 states to 9 states. Inthe abstraction step, events of the speci�cation are eitherrenamed or completely ignored. Renaming is used whendi�erent actions need not be distinguished and so get acommon name. Actions are ignored when they are notrelevant to the customer's point of view.
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Figure 10: The �fth part of the speci�cation: The centreresponds to the o�ce.After changing the events, standard minimisation tech-niques for automata are applied to compute the minimalabstract state space.Using veri�cation techniques described in [27, 28] thespeci�cation was validated by model-checking temporalproperties. The temporal property that a customer is onlypaid after a request from an o�ce to the centre if the cen-tre has given its approval, for instance, has been checkedto hold for the speci�cation. Another property, sayingthat eligible customers will be paid eventually, has alsobeen checked to be true for the speci�cation when con-sidering fairness assumptions (approximate satisfaction ofthe property [27, 28]).The fairness notion in the de�nition of approximatelysatis�ed properties (also called relative liveness proper-ties) states that all �nite computations of the speci�cationcan be continued to an in�nite computation that satis�esthe property. It can be shown that this notion of fairnessis close to the notion of strong fairness [28].F The Spin ModelBelow is the basic model written in Promela, the mod-elling language used by Spin. Firstly the database is mod-elled as a pair of arrays indexed by customer number - aboolean to record whether or not that customer's infor-mation is present, and an integer specifying the amountdue. The variables pmc, pm and ac represent the centre'sdatabase, the o�ces' databases and the customers' per-sonal accounts respectively. All are initialised to zero; theinteresting values are set up by the init process (below).#define NoOFCUSTOMERS 3#define NoOFOFFICES 224



typedef Database {bool present[NoOFCUSTOMERS];byte amount[NoOFCUSTOMERS]}Database pmc = 0;Database pm[NoOFOFFICES] = 0;byte ac[NoOFCUSTOMERS] = 0;F.1 The CentreThe centre is modelled as a server process Centre below,which sits in an in�nite loop waiting for a request on itsinput channel s. This loop is marked with the label endto indicate that it is a valid end state; i.e. that it is notan error for the process to remain blocked at this pointinde�nitely.The request (from one of the o�ces) consists of a cus-tomer number b and a reply channel r. If informationabout customer b is present in the centre's database, theamount due to that customer is sent on the reply channeland the customer is removed from the database. The sec-ond alternative of the if statement speci�es that if thecustomer is not known to the centre the value zero isreturned; however this alternative has been commentedout, reecting the missing functionality in the original �-calculus model. As a result, if the centre receives a queryabout a customer it does not know about, it will blockand deadlock will occur.proctype Centre (chan s){ byte b; chan r;end: do:: s?b,r;if:: pmc.present[b] ->r!pmc.amount[b];pmc.present[b] = false;/* :: !pmc.present[b] ->r!0 */fiod;}F.2 The O�cesEach o�ce is modelled by a server process (Office be-low) in the same way as the centre. An individual o�ceis distinguished by its identi�er n, and uses the channelsr and s to receive requests from customers and to sendqueries to the centre, respectively. The request consists ofa customer number b and a reply channel c. If the o�ceknows about customer b, it sends the speci�ed amounton the reply channel and removes the customer from itsdatabase; otherwise it queries the centre, and passes on

the reply from the centre to the customer, using an un-bu�ered channel t to communicate with the centre.proctype Office (byte n; chan s, r){ byte b, x; chan c;chan t = [0] of {byte};end: do:: r?b,c;if:: pm[n].present[b] ->c!pm[n].amount[b];pm[n].present[b] = false;:: !pm[n].present[b] ->s!b,t; t?x; c!x;fiod;}F.3 The CustomersEach customer is modelled by a process (Customer below)whose parameters are an identi�cation number n and twochannels to allow it to communicate with either of the twoo�ces. The customer makes a nondeterministic choice be-tween the o�ces, engages in a transaction with the choseno�ce by sending its customer number n and the name ofa reply channel c on the appropriate channel, and waitsfor a reply. The amount received is stored in the cus-tomer's account (simply to make it globally visible duringsimulation), and the customer process then terminates.proctype Customer (byte n; chan t0, t1){ chan c = [0] of {byte};byte x = 0;if:: true -> t0!n,c; c?x:: true -> t1!n,c; c?xfi;ac[n] = x;}F.4 Initialisation of the processesThe init process is the �rst one to be run, and sets upthe model. First it initialises the databases so that o�ce0 knows about customer 0, o�ce 1 knows about customer1, and the centre knows about customer 2. It then startssix concurrent processes representing the centre, two of-�ces and three customers in the con�guration shown inFigure 1.init{ chan s = [0] of {byte, chan};chan t0 = [0] of {byte, chan};chan t1 = [0] of {byte, chan};atomic {pmc.present[2] = true;25



pmc.amount[2] = 42;pm[0].present[0] = true;pm[0].amount[0] = 42;pm[1].present[1] = true;pm[1].amount[1] = 42;run Centre (s);run Office (0, s, t0);run Office (1, s, t1);run Customer (0, t0, t1);run Customer (1, t0, t1);run Customer (2, t0, t1);}}F.5 Analysis of the Spin modelThis model was analysed using Xspin running underLinux/X-Windows on a Pentium. After performing a syn-tax check, a check was made for violations of safety prop-erties. This uncovered the possibility of deadlock owing tothe missing functionality in the centre, and generated anerror trace, which could then be used to guide a simula-tion to reconstruct the execution sequence that led to theerror. Figure 11 shows a screen dump from Xspin partway through this guided simulation. On the left of thescreen, the top window is the main control window anddisplays the Promela source; below it is a window show-ing the results of the veri�cation: \invalid endstate". Thethree windows on the right of the screen show the guidedsimulation in progress. The top one shows the detailedexecution trace, while the lower ones show the sequenceof messages sent between processes and the values of theglobal variables. All three of these are continuously up-dated as the simulation progresses.Figure 12 shows the complete message sequence chartfrom the above simulation, which clearly illustrates wherethe error occurs. (On the screen, the boxes on the messagesequence chart can be cross-referenced to the correspond-ing lines of source code in the control window simply bypositioning the cursor over them.)Spin proved to be highly e�ective in exploring the dis-tributed database/client-server problem, because the na-ture of the problem maps well onto the modelling facil-ities provided by Promela, and because of the powerfuland user-friendly interface provided by Xspin. A num-ber of re�nements of the basic model were investigated,and liveness as well as safety properties established us-ing Xspin's linear-time temporal logic property manager.Spin is clearly an e�ective and appropriate tool for thiskind of modelling, and could usefully be applied to largerproblems (although as with any model checker, some carein modelling is needed to keep the time and space require-ments within manageable bounds).

G The Mur� modelBelow is the basic model in Mur�. The description con-sists of a series of constant, type and variable declarations,followed by a set of transition rules which de�ne the be-haviour of the system. Each rule is a guarded command,consisting of a condition (a Boolean expression on theglobal variables) and an action. The execution model isto repeatedly evaluate the conditions, choose (nondeter-ministically) one rule whose condition evaluates to true,and execute the corresponding action. The execution ofthe actions is atomic - all interleaving of executions isspeci�ed explicitly by breaking a process down into a setof rules.The �rst section declares some constants, types andvariables. The database is modelled as an array of records,where each record has two �elds: a boolean to recordwhether or not that customer's information is present,and an integer specifying the amount due. The vari-ables pmc and pm represent the centre's database and theo�ces' databases respectively. CustStat, OffStat andCentreStat are state variables for the customers, o�cesand centre respectively. The remaining variables are usedto model the interactions between customers and o�ces,and between the o�ces and the centre.const NoOfCustomers: 3;NoOfOffices: 2;NoOne: 0;type CustRng: NoOne..NoOfCustomers;RealCustRng: 1..NoOfCustomers;OffRng: 1..NoOfOffices;CustType: enum {Pennyless, Waiting, Done};CentreType: enum {Ready, Busy};OfficeType: enum {Free, Serving,Querying, Awaiting};Data: recordpresent: boolean;amount: 0 .. 255;end;Database: array [CustRng] of Data;var pmc: Database;pm: array [OffRng] of Database;CustStat: array [RealCustRng] of CustType;OffStat: array [OffRng] of OfficeType;CentreStat: CentreType;AtOffice: array [OffRng] of CustRng;MoneyRecd: Database;CentreReq: CustRng;CentreResp: Data;CustAck: array [CustRng] of boolean;26



Figure 11: The SPIN simulation
27



Figure 12: The SPIN message sequence chart28



CentreAck: boolean;dummy: boolean;G.1 The CentreThe centre is modelled (below) by a pair of rules and atwo-valued state variable: CentreStat is either Ready (toaccept a query from an o�ce) or Busy. If it is Ready andthere is a request pending, the rule "Accept query" is en-abled; the corresponding action acknowledges the request,changes the status to Busy and responds appropriately. Ifthe status is Busy, the centre must wait until the wholetransaction has been acknowledged by the o�ce which re-quested it; it the centre then return to Ready status. (Ifthe else part of the conditional statement in the �rst rule iscommented out, corresponding to the missing functional-ity error in the original speci�cation, deadlock can occur,and this is detected and reported by the Mur� veri�er.)rule "Accept query"CentreStat = Ready &CentreReq != NoOne==> CentreAck := true;CentreStat := Busy;if pmc[CentreReq].present thenCentreResp := pmc[CentreReq];pmc[CentreReq].present := false;elseCentreResp.amount := 0;CentreResp.present := true;end;end;rule "Wait for Office Acks"CentreStat = Busy &!CentreResp.present &!CentreAck==> CentreReq := NoOne;CentreStat := Ready;end;G.2 The O�cesEach o�ce is modelled (below) by a set of four rules and afour-valued state variable: status is either Free, Serving(engaged in a transaction with a customer), Querying(the centre), or Awaiting (a reply from the centre). Theruleset construction replicates the set of rules for eachpossible value of the parameter off (in this case 1 or 2).ruleset off: OffRng doalias c: AtOffice[off]; status: OffStat[off] dorule "Accept Customer"status = Free &

c != NoOne==> if pm[off][c].present thenstatus := Serving;MoneyRecd[c] := pm[off][c];pm[off][c].present := false;elsestatus := Querying;end;end;rule "Await customer ack"status = Serving &CustAck[c]==> CustAck[c] := false;AtOffice[off] := NoOne;status := Free;end;rule "Contact Centre"status = Querying &CentreReq = NoOne==> CentreReq := c;status := Awaiting;end;rule "Await centre's reply"status = Awaiting &CentreAck &CentreResp.present==> CentreAck := false;MoneyRecd[c] := CentreResp;CentreResp.present := false;CentreResp.amount := 0;status := Serving;end;end;end;G.3 The CustomersEach customer is modelled by a pair of rules and a three-valued state variable: CustStat[c] is either Pennyless(the initial value), Waiting (engaged in a transaction withan o�ce) or Done (having completed a transaction). Oncea customer's status becomes Done it can no longer engagein any transactions (i.e. it e�ectively terminates).ruleset c: RealCustRng doruleset off: OffRng dorule "Go to an office"CustStat[c] = Pennyless &AtOffice[off] = NoOne==>29



AtOffice[off] := c;CustStat[c] := Waiting;end;end;rule "Complete transaction"CustStat[c] = Waiting &MoneyRecd[c].present==> CustAck[c] := true;CustStat[c] := Done;end;end;G.4 Detection of valid end states andavoiding deadlocksMur� assumes that system execution is in�nite; it doesnot distinguish between valid and invalid end states. Ittherefore always reports an error in a client/server modelwhere all the clients have terminated, and is unable todi�erentiate this case from a genuine deadlock. To cir-cumvent this problem, we introduce an additional rulewhich detects the valid end state, and avoids deadlockby repeatedly changing the value of a dummy variable.(Mur�'s de�nition of deadlock is that the current statehas no successor other than itself.) This allows genuinedeadlocks to be detected and reported correctly. We alsouse this rule to introduce an assertion regarding a prop-erty of the system - customer 3, whose details are heldat the centre, will successfully complete his transactionregardless of which o�ce he goes to.rule "Reached valid end state"forall c: RealCustRng doCustStat[c] = Done & !CustAck[c]end &forall off: OffRng doOffStat[off] = Free & AtOffice[off] = NoOneend &CentreStat = Ready & CentreReq = NoOne &!CentreAck & !CentreResp.present==>assertMoneyRecd[3].amount = 42"Cust 3 completed transaction successfully";dummy := !dummy; -- Avoid deadlockend;G.5 The initial state of the systemThe startstate describes the initial state of the system.All the variables are initialised by the clear command tothe lowest values of their type, and the databases are setup so that o�ce 1 knows about customer 1, o�ce 2 knows

about customer 2, and the centre knows about customer3.startstateclear pmc; clear pm;pmc[3].present := true; pmc[3].amount := 42;pm[1][1].present := true; pm[1][1].amount := 42;pm[2][2].present := true; pm[2][2].amount := 42;clear CustStat;clear OffStat;clear CentreStat;clear AtOffice;clear MoneyRecd;clear CentreReq;clear CentreResp;clear CustAck;clear CentreAck;clear dummy;endRunning the Mur� veri�er on the above model showsthat deadlock does not occur, the valid end state isreached, and the assertion is never violated. If we intro-duce the missing centre functionality error as describedabove, an error trace is produced, allowing the user todetermine (albeit with some di�culty) where the erroroccurred. The trace consists of the sequence of rules thatwere �red to reach the state in which the error was de-tected. For each rule, the values of the state variablesthat changed as a consequence of executing that rule areprinted, except for the initial and �nal states, for whichthe values of all the state variables are printed.Below is report produced for the erroneous versionof the model, abbreviated slightly by omitting someuninteresting variables from the �rst and �nal states.Careful analysis of the values in the �nal state revealsthat o�ce 2 is waiting for a response from the cen-tre (CentreResp.present), while the centre is waitingfor o�ce 2 to acknowledge its (non-existent) response(!CentreAck). By working backwards through the tracethe sequence of events which led to this situation can bedetermined, and hence the nature of the error can be de-duced.The following is the error trace for the error:Deadlocked state found.Startstate Startstate 0 fired.pmc[0].present:falsepmc[0].amount:0.. (20 lines omitted).pm[2][3].present:falsepm[2][3].amount:030



CustStat[1]:PennylessCustStat[2]:PennylessCustStat[3]:PennylessOffStat[1]:FreeOffStat[2]:FreeCentreStat:ReadyAtOffice[1]:0AtOffice[2]:0MoneyRecd[0].present:falseMoneyRecd[0].amount:0MoneyRecd[1].present:falseMoneyRecd[1].amount:0MoneyRecd[2].present:falseMoneyRecd[2].amount:0MoneyRecd[3].present:falseMoneyRecd[3].amount:0CentreReq:0CentreResp.present:falseCentreResp.amount:0CustAck[0]:falseCustAck[1]:falseCustAck[2]:falseCustAck[3]:falseCentreAck:falsedummy:false----------Rule Go to an office, c:2, off:1 fired.CustStat[2]:WaitingAtOffice[1]:2----------Rule Go to an office, c:1, off:2 fired.CustStat[1]:WaitingAtOffice[2]:1----------Rule Accept Customer, off:1 fired.OffStat[1]:Querying----------Rule Contact Centre, off:1 fired.OffStat[1]:AwaitingCentreReq:2----------Rule Accept Customer, off:2 fired.OffStat[2]:Querying----------Rule Accept query fired.The last state of the trace (in full) is:pmc[0].present:falsepmc[0].amount:0.. (20 lines omitted).pm[2][3].present:falsepm[2][3].amount:0

CustStat[1]:WaitingCustStat[2]:WaitingCustStat[3]:PennylessOffStat[1]:AwaitingOffStat[2]:QueryingCentreStat:BusyAtOffice[1]:2AtOffice[2]:1MoneyRecd[0].present:falseMoneyRecd[0].amount:0MoneyRecd[1].present:falseMoneyRecd[1].amount:0MoneyRecd[2].present:falseMoneyRecd[2].amount:0MoneyRecd[3].present:falseMoneyRecd[3].amount:0CentreReq:2CentreResp.present:falseCentreResp.amount:0CustAck[0]:falseCustAck[1]:falseCustAck[2]:falseCustAck[3]:falseCentreAck:truedummy:false----------End of the error trace.===================================================Although this method of debugging is perfectly feasi-ble, it is di�cult and time-consuming, especially in morecomplex cases. The fundamental problem in this case isthat the distributed database/client-server problem doesnot map well onto the modelling paradigm provided byMur�. In contrast to Spin, the Mur�model is far removedfrom the user's mental model of the problem; every sort ofstructure in the mental model has to be unravelled in or-der to express it in Mur�, and reported errors have �rst tobe tracked down in terms of the model, then related backto the original problem. Although Mur� has been usedsuccessfully in debugging communications protocols (theapplication for which it was designed), it is less suitablethan Spin for modelling at a higher level of abstraction.H The model using BFor the B speci�cation, it was assumed that customerscollect tokens from an o�ce. The B speci�cation consistsof two parts, a state-oriented part and an event-orientedpart. The state part is shown in Figure 13. This describesa B machine with a single state variable tokens that mapscustomers to a number of tokens available to that cus-tomer. The machine contains operations for adding andremoving customers, for allocating extra tokens to a cus-tomer and an operation allowing a customer to collect31



MACHINE TokensVARIABLES tokensINVARIANT tokens : CUST +-> NATINITIALISATION tokens := {}OPERATIONSAddCust(cc) = tokens := tokens \/ { cc |-> 0 } ;RemCust(cc) = tokens := {cc} <<| tokens ;AllocToken(cc) = tokens(cc) := tokens(cc)+1 ;toks <-- CollToken(pp,cc) =IF tokens(cc)=0THEN toks := 0ELSEANY nn WHERE nn : (1..tokens(cc))THEN toks:=nn ||tokens(cc) := tokens(cc) - nnENDEND Figure 13: State-oriented speci�cationtokens. Note that the CollToken operation returns a non-deterministic number of tokens. This is an abstraction ofthe policy used in the re�nement whereby, if there are to-kens available for a customer at the o�ce, then only theseare given to the customer and other tokens that may beat the centre or the home o�ce are ignored.The event-oriented part of the speci�cation is shown inFigure 14. This describes order constraints on the op-erations written in a CSP-like notation [12]. The �rstprocess, Customers, constrains operation execution froma customer point of view saying that before a customeris active, it must be added using the AddCust operation.The second process, Servers, constrains operations froman o�ce point of view saying that before collecting tokens,they must have been requested. Note that the notationof Figure 14 is not standard B, but it can be translatedautomatically to standard B using a custom-built tool [5].In this CSP-like notation, Ev -> P represents event pre-�xing, P [] Q represents external choice between P and Q,while ||| x. P[x] represents the interleaving of manyinstances of process P parameterised by x, where x rangesover some set (in the case of Figure 14, InitCust is pa-rameterised by ccwhich ranges over CUST). Any operationmentioned in the event-oriented part but not in the state-oriented part is implicitly a skip operation.The re�nement of the system is also presented in twoparts. In the state-oriented part in Figure 15, the abstract

PROCESS Customers = ||| cc . InitCust[cc] WHEREInitCust[cc] = AddCust.cc -> ActiveCust[cc]ActiveCust[cc] = RemCust.cc -> STOP[] AllocToken.cc -> ActiveCust[cc][] ReqToken.cc -> ActiveCust[cc][] CollToken.cc -> ActiveCust[cc]PROCESS Servers = ||| pp . Server[pp] WHEREServer[pp] = ReqToken.pp?cc -> CollToken.pp.cc ->Server[pp]Figure 14: Event-oriented speci�cationvariable tokens is replaced by two variables ctokens andltokens representing respectively the tokens stored at thecentre and at a local o�ce. This partitioning of the to-kens models the distributed nature of the implementation.The machine also contains a variable mapping customersto their home o�ce. As well as concrete versions of theoperations of Figure 13, the re�ned machine also containsextra operations for distributing tokens from the centre(DistToken and ReplyFromCentre) and for transferringtokens from a local o�ce to the centre.Execution of these extra operations are constrained bythe event-oriented description of Figure 16. This describesthe protocol followed when a customer requests a token.After a request has been made, the way it is dealt withdepends on whether there are tokens available for the cus-tomer locally. If the centre has to be queried, it will eitherrespond immediately or will query the home o�ce of thecustomer.The re�nement is veri�ed using a invariant relating theabstract with the concrete state as follows:! c. (c:CUST =>tokens(c) =ctokens(c) +SIGMA(p).(p|->c : dom(ltokens) |ltokens(p|->c))) Veri�cation of the re�nement uses the standard rulesof B to show that each operation of the abstract systemis re�ned by its counterpart in the concrete system underthe invariant and that each extra operation introduced inthe re�nement is a re�nement of skip under the invariant.I The model using ZAfter some preliminaries, we present three models. The�rst is a simple model of the action of the whole system.32



REFINEMENT TokensRef REFINES TokensVARIABLES home, ctokens, ltokensINVARIANThome : CUST --> OFFICE &ctokens : CUST +-> NAT &ltokens : (OFFICE * CUST) +-> NATINITIALISATIONctokens := {} || ltokens := {}OPERATIONSAddCust(cc) = ctokens := ctokens \/ { cc |-> 0 } ;RemCust(cc) = ctokens := {cc} <<| ctokens ;AllocToken(cc) = ctokens(cc) := ctokens(cc) + 1 ;DistToken(pp, cc) =SELECT(cc |-> pp) : home & ctokens(cc) > 0THENInc(ltokens, (pp |-> cc), ctokens(cc)) ||ctokens(cc) := 0END ;toks <-- CollToken(pp, cc) =toks := ltokens(pp |-> cc) ||ltokens(pp |-> cc) := 0 ;ReplyFromCentre(pp,cc) =Inc(ltokens, (pp |-> cc), ctokens(cc)) ||ctokens(cc) := 0 ;ReplyToCentre(pp,cc) =IF (home(cc) |-> cc):dom(ltokens)THEN ctokens(cc) := ctokens(cc) +ltokens(home(cc) |-> cc) ||ltokens(home(cc) |-> cc) := 0ENDDEFINITIONSInc(f,x,y) == IF x:dom(f) THEN f(x):=f(x)+yELSE f(x):=yFigure 15: State-oriented re�nement

PROCESS Office = ||| pp . AwaitCust[pp] WHEREAwaitCust[pp] = ReqToken.pp?cc -> DealCust[pp](cc)DealCust[pp](cust:CUST) =IF ((pp|->cust):dom(ltokens)) &(ltokens(pp |-> cust) > 0)THEN CollToken.pp.cust -> AwaitCust[pp]ELSE QueryCentre.pp.cust -> Centre[pp](cust)Centre[pp](cust) =IF (ctokens(cust) > 0) or (pp=home(cust))THEN ReplyFromCentre.pp.cust -> Collect[pp](cust)ELSE QueryHome.pp.cust -> ReplyToCentre.pp.cust ->ReplyFromCentre.pp.cust -> Collect[pp](cust)Collect[pp](cust) =CollToken.pp.cust -> AwaitCust[pp]Figure 16: Event-oriented re�nementNo individual o�ces are identi�ed, and no communica-tion is included. The second moves to a model where theo�ces are modelled, to the extent of having a number ofseparate databases. A third model describes full distribu-tion, complete with a message-passing scheme.I.1 PreliminariesZ provides a rich mathematical toolkit. For our presentpurposes, a number of domain-speci�c items must be iden-ti�ed. Firstly, we need a set to describe the service, whichfor the purpose of this speci�cation is assumed to repre-sent a certain amount of money to be paid out to thecustomer. There are no debts, so only positive amountsof money are needed.Money == NSecondly, there is a set of people.[Person]For ease of discussion, we name a number of people.p1; p2; p3 : Persondisjointhfp1g; fp2g; fp3giFinally, we will also need a set of o�ces.[O�ce]and we will identify a couple of distinct o�ces.o1; o2 : O�ceo1 6= o233



I.2 A simple modelThe simplest model ignores all the distributed aspects. Itis, in some sense, the view the customer (or counter clerk)has of the system.The system knows about how much money is due to acertain collection of people. This is modelled as a partialfunction. In greater generality, it might be a relation, be-cause if someone didn't claim their money at some stage,it might be held over for a time.WholePOpm : Person 7!MoneyInitially, for our purposes, the system knows aboutthree people, and how much money each is due.InitPOWholePO 0pm0 = fp1 7! 45; p2 7! 45; p3 7! 45gThe only operation is when a customer asks for somemoney. The precondition says that the customer must bedue some.MoneyReq�WholePOcustomer? : Personcash! :Moneycustomer? 2 dompmpm0 = fcustomer?g �C pmcash! = pm customer?We may animate this speci�cation using the PiZA tool.The script �rst runs the initialisation schema (cs = callschema), and then a sequence of money requests.specification file( "zmodel" ).begin.set reporting level = 3;fcs InitPOgfcs MoneyReq customer? = p 1 gfcs MoneyReq customer? = p 3 gfcs MoneyReq customer? = p 2 g...The following output comes from executing the script.We see that customers p1 and p3 are given their money,but a second request from p1 fails.

% creating schema calls1 ==================================================Results of calling schema InitPOpm' = f ( p 1, 45 ), ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) g====================================================2 ==================================================Results of calling schema MoneyReqcash! = 45customer? = p 1pm = f ( p 1, 45 ), ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) gpm' = f ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) g====================================================3 ==================================================Results of calling schema MoneyReqcash! = 45customer? = p 3pm = f ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) gpm' = f ( p 2, 45 ) g====================================================Schema call to MoneyReq failed.Failure in the animation is not acceptable|it may cor-respond to a system crash in the implementation. So far,the speci�cation says nothing about how to behave if theprecondition fails to hold. We add a speci�cation of thefailure case.Report ::= Ok j NoAuthorityTransOkreport ! : Reportreport ! = OkNoMoney�WholePOcustomer? : Personcash! :Moneyreport ! : Reportcustomer? 62 dompmcash! = 0report ! = NoAuthorityRequest == (MoneyReq ^ TransOk) _ NoMoneyRequest is a total operation. Specifying the failure casein this way is important for a robust speci�cation, butit will be omitted in the sequel, because it is typicallyuninteresting.The animation of Request follows a di�erent course. Atthe second request, the customer p1 receives no cash, andis told why.34



6 ==================================================Results of calling schema Requestcash! = 45customer? = p 1pm = f ( p 1, 45 ), ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) gpm' = f ( p 2, 45 ), ( p 3, 45 ) greport! = Ok====================================================7 ==================================================Results of calling schema Request...====================================================8 ==================================================Results of calling schema Requestcash! = 0customer? = p 1pm = f ( p 2, 45 ) gpm' = f ( p 2, 45 ) greport! = NoAuthority====================================================I.3 A model with some o�ce structureA model which admits that the database is in fact dis-tributed might be described as follows. pmc is thedatabase held at the centre; for an o�ce o, the databasefor that o�ce is pmo o.StructuredPOpmc : Person 7!Moneypmo : O�ce 7� (Person 7!Money)8 p : dompmc � p 62 dom(S(ran pmo))8 pm1; pm2 : ran pmo j pm1 6= pm2 �(8 p : dompm1 � p 62 dompm2)The predicates (and the fact that pmo is an injection)ensure that no person is authorised in more than one placeat any instant.In our initial state, some data is at the centre, otherdata is already at the o�ces.InitStructuredPOStructuredPO 0pmc0 = fp3 7! 45gpmo0 = fo1 7! fp1 7! 45g; o2 7! fp2 7! 45ggWhen a customer requests some money, the money ispaid out provided the customer is in either the centraldatabase, or in the database of the o�ce to which therequest is made. The customer is removed from the database of the o�ce.

StructMoneyReq�StructuredPOcustomer? : Persono�ce? : O�cecash! :Money(customer? 2 dompmc^ pmc0 = fcustomer?g �C pmc^ cash! = pmc customer?)_(customer? 2 dom(pmo o�ce?)^ pmo 0 = pmo�fo�ce? 7! (fcustomer?g �C pmo o�ce?)g^ cash! = pmo o�ce? customer?)Again, we could improve the speci�cation by coveringerror cases. This model is informally a re�nement of theprevious model, but having omitted o�ces from the ab-stract model, it is not possible (using the normal Z notionof re�nement) to produce a proof of this. To prove thatthe model is a re�nement of the previous, we would haveto hide the o�ces in the current model.I.4 Distributed modelThere are several items of state in our distributed system.The centre has a database, as before.CentreStatepm : Person 7!MoneyThe individual o�ces also have a database. They alsohave, in this model, a notion of their own identity. For anygiven o�ce, this is constant, so we give a special de�nitionof �O�ceState.O�ceStateid : O�cepm : Person 7!Money�O�ceState == [O�ceState; O�ceState 0 j id = id 0]Our distributed components will communicate usingmessages. We describe a special datatype for messages.Msg ::= PershhPerson � O�ceiij ReqhhPersoniij AmounthhMoneyiij AuthorisationhhPerson �MoneyiiMessages have a destination, and this might be a per-son, one of the o�ces, or the centre.Id ::= PhhPersonii j OhhO�ceii j C35



Our model for the sending of messages is to launch theminto the ether, marked for a recipient. At any one timethere may be several messages in the ether for the samerecipient. We assume nothing about order of delivery.Ethermessages : Id $ MsgWhilst this model describes a broadcast system, there isnothing to stop it being implemented using a more carefuldelivery technique.If an o�ce receives a request for cash from an individ-ual, it will either deliver cash (a cash message!) or askthe centre for authorisation.O�ceRequestLocal�O�ceState�Ether9 p : Person � letmsg == O id 7! Req p �msg 2 messages ^p 2 dompm ^messages0 = messages n fmsgg[fP p 7! Amount (pm p)g ^pm0 = fpg �C pmO�ceRequestRemote�O�ceState�Ether9 p : Person � letmsg == O id 7! Req p �msg 2 messages ^p 62 dompm ^messages0 = messages n fmsgg[fC 7! Pers (p; id)gUpon receiving an authorisation from the centre, theo�ce will forward cash to the requesting individual.O�ceResponse�O�ceState�Ether9 p : Person; m :Money �letmsg == O id 7! Authorisation(p;m) �msg 2 messages ^messages0 = messagesnfmsgg[fP p 7! Amount mgWhen a request is received at the centre, it returns anauthorisation if the person is listed as being due a pay-ment.

CentreOp�CentreState�Ether9 p : Person; o : O�ce �letmsg == C 7! Pers(p; o) �msg 2 messages ^p 2 dompm ^pm0 = fpg �C pm ^messages0 = messages n fmsgg[fO o 7! Authorisation(p; pm p)gOf course, we need to deal with the error cases again.These operation schemas have much in common, and theyare a little di�erent from the usual Z style. Some derivedoperators are probably needed.In order to set up a re�nement relation between thisspeci�cation and the previous one, we must create a meanswhereby the operations may have the same interface as thecorresponding operations in the previous model. These`front o�ce' operations use the input/output parametersto construct messages.FrontO�ceReq�Ethercustomer? : Persono�ce? : O�cemessages 0 = messages[fO o�ce? 7! Req customer?gFrontO�ceResp�Ethercash! :Moneycustomer? : Personletmsg == P customer? 7! Amount cash! �msg 2 messages ^messages0 = messages n fmsggThe whole operation then isO�ceOp == FrontO�ceReqo9(O�ceRequestLocal _O�ceRequestRemoteo9CentreOp o9 O�ceResponse)o9FrontO�ceRespSo far, we have described separately the individual of-�ces, the centre, and the ether by which they communi-cate. To complete the description, we must describe thewhole state of the system.36



WholeStateCentreStateEtherO�ces : O�ce 7! O�ceState8 o : domO�ces � o = (O�ces o):idThe O�ceOp operation involves a particular o�ce, thecentre, and the ether. In order to make it an operation onthe WholeState, we use the Z technique called promotion.The whole system involves a number of o�ces; the o�ceparticipating in the O�ceOp is identi�ed with the correctone. PromoteToWholeState�WholeState�O�ceStateo�ce? : O�ceo�ce? 2 domO�ces�O�ceState = O�ces o�ce?�O�ceState = O�ces 0 o�ce?fo�ce?g �C O�ces = fo�ce?g �C O�ces 0O�ceOpPromoted == (9O�ceState; O�ceState 0 �PromoteToWholeState ^ O�ceOp)O�ceOpPromoted is intended to be a re�nement ofStructMoneyReq in the previous model. The signatureis the same, and the expected behaviour is the same|though much additional behind-the-scenes communica-tion has now been speci�ed. A formal proof of the re-�nement is outside the scope of this exercise.I.5 DiscussionThe Z models increase in complexity. At each level thereis the opportunity for clear expression of what is to hap-pen, without necessarily describing how|though moreand more information is added as we descend towards adetailed design. Z provides the opportunity to prove thatthe design steps are valid, but we have not exploited thatability. We have, however, used available tools to validatethe speci�cation by animation.J The QNAP2 and SWAP toolmodelsIn this appendix, the abstract and concrete QNAP2 mod-els are described as well as the SWAP tool model. Valuesof the model parameters (service rates, routing etc.) areassumed to be reasonable; they are not based on expertknowledge of the application domain.

J.1 Abstract QNAP2 modelThe QNAP2 speci�cation of the abstract model representsthe centre and its customers as follows:/DECLARE/ QUEUE CENTRE, OFFICE;INTEGER NUMCUSTS;/STATION/ NAME = CENTRE;SERVICE = CST(5.0);TRANSIT = OFFICE;/STATION/ NAME = OFFICE;SERVICE = ERLANG(5.0, 2);TRANSIT = CENTRE, 0.2,OFFICE;INIT = NUMCUSTS;/CONTROL/ OPTION = NRESULT;/EXEC/ BEGINFOR NUMCUSTS := 100, 200, 300 DOBEGINSOLVE;PRINT("Number of customers = ",NUMCUSTS,"Office response time = ",MRESPONSE(OFFICE));END;END;/END/Customers repeatedly enter the o�ce to obtain a ser-vice. It his assumed that 80% of the jobs are performedby the o�ce. For the remaining 20%, the job requiresthe service of the centre. This information is speci�ed bythe TRANSIT statement. The model's notion of service bythe centre represents the actual download of a customer'sdata from the centre to the o�ce.Both the centre and the o�ce contain a queue and aservice station. In the centre, each request is assumedto take exactly 5.0 seconds (CST(5.0)) to be processedand all serviced jobs ow back to the o�ce. In the o�ce,service time is given by a random number. The Gammadistribution, a.k.a. the Erlang distribution, is commonlyused to model the time taken to complete a task of theform `customer service'. The parameters to the ERLANGfunction are its mean and an order.We assume that there are a �xed number of customersin the abstract model as a whole and that they all startby queueing for service at the o�ce. The model is solved(exactly) for 100, 200 and 300 customers. The mean meanresponse time at the o�ce is chosen as a suitable measureof performance because it represents an aggregated qual-ity of service as seen by the customers. Results show thatthe mean response time for 100, 200 and 300 customersis 498.9, 998.9 and 1499.0 seconds respectively. There ap-pears to be a linear relationship between customer num-bers and o�ce response time. We conclude that the centre37



is not helping to increase system performance as perceivedby the customers at the o�ce.J.2 Concrete QNAP2 modelAlthough it only has one o�ce, the abstract model canrepresent a one-o�ce viewpoint of a system that has amultitude of o�ces linked to a single centre. The majorintention of concrete model is to represent system thathas two types of o�ce. The model is as follows:/DECLARE/ INTEGER NUMOFFS = 2;QUEUE OFFICE(NUMOFFS), CENTRE, FORK;INTEGER NUMCUSTS = 600;CLASS LOWJOB, HIGHJOB;/STATION/ NAME = CENTRE;SERVICE = CST(5.0);TRANSIT = FORK;/STATION/ NAME = OFFICE(1);SERVICE = ERLANG(5.0, 2);TRANSIT = CENTRE, 0.2, FORK;/STATION/ NAME = FORK;TYPE = INFINITE;SERVICE = EXP(5.0);TRANSIT = OFFICE(1), 0.5, OFFICE(2);INIT = NUMCUSTS;/STATION/ NAME = OFFICE(2);TYPE = MULTIPLE(2);SERVICE = UNIFORM(1.0, 5.0);TRANSIT = CENTRE, 0.05, FORK;SCHED = FIFO, PRIOR;CAPACITY = 50;REJECT(LOWJOB, HIGHJOB)= BEGINTRANSIT(FORK);END;/CONTROL/ TMAX = 1000000;/EXEC/ SIMUL;/END/An array of queues is used for the o�ces and di�erentclasses of customer allow for priority scheduling in (one of)the stations. To model the choice a customer has aboutwhich (type of) o�ce to attend, an explicit station repre-senting a fork in the network is required. (The network isshown in �gure 17.)The centre and the �rst o�ce of the concrete model areidentical to the centre and the o�ce of the abstract modelexcept that the jobs start at the fork and once servicedjobs return to the fork.The fork station is an in�nite server station, whichmeans that the customers are only delayed by a service

Figure 17: The concrete queueing networktime. The delay is a exponential random number. Af-ter service, customers are equally likely to choose eithero�ce.In the second o�ce, there are two processes servingthe queue, service times are uniform random variablesbetween 1.0 and 5.0 seconds and there is a 5% referralrate to the centre. Customers are ordered according totheir class (PRIOR), and customers with equal priority areordered according to the time of their arrival FIFO. The of-�ce can only hold 50 jobs. If a job arrives when the queueis full it is sent back to the fork so that the customer hasthe chance of opting for the �rst o�ce again.The concrete model simulates a period of 1000000 sec-onds (actual execution time is less than one minute). Theresults are shown in the table below, where the rows cor-respond with the stations OFFICE 1, OFFICE 2, CENTRE,and FORK. The columns are the average service time at astation, the percentage of time that the station is busy, theaverage number of customers queued at the station, theaverage response time and the total number of customersserved by the station.SERV BUSY% CUST# RESP SERV#5.011 1.000 1197 5979 1995753.002 0.299 0.638 3.199 1993185.000 0.252 0.283 5.607 503895.001 0.000 2.001 5.001 401204The results indicate that the �rst o�ce is by far thebottleneck (station) for the model.J.3 The SWAP modelSWAP is a tool that constructs a large model of a com-puter system from accurate models of hardware elementsand software elements. It uses a sophisticated user inter-face that includes an image graph in which each image38



represents an element of the system. A screenshot of ourdatabase model in the SWAP tool is shown in �gure 18.The image graph is used to construct a large queueingnetwork. A workload (i.e. jobs) for the network are gen-erated from the tree structure that occurs in the SWAPinterface. The workload models the system's programsand in a database system its elements are scripts, trans-actions and queries.In SWAP, the 13 resource elements of our model aredisplayed in the image graph, which represents the sys-tem's con�guration. An o�ce workstation is connectedthrough a WAN and a LAN to a server (machine) at thecentre. The server has two disks on which tables of thesystem's database are distributed and a terminal. TheDBMS runs on the server and logs database accesses onthe second disk.There are two scripts, one for the o�ce's worksta-tion SOffice and one for the centre's terminal SOffice.The workstation's script consists of a transaction to enternew customers into the database (TNewCustomer) and atransaction to record a (policy) payment to a customer(TPayment). For each execution of the script, there isa 10% probability of execution of the �rst transaction,which means that the probability of execution of the sec-ond transaction is 90%. These relative percentages arenot shown in the �gure. Transactions are expressed inSQL extended with explicit delays and so for example,the TPayment transaction used by the workstation is asfollows:select * from PAYMENT where CustomerID = 12345678;think time;insert into PAYMENT values('25th Nov 1998', 42.00, 12345678);commit;(These 4 statements are represented by the children ofthe TPayment node that occurs in workload tree displayedin the �gure.)Simulation of the model will produce responses for eachof the resource elements in the con�guration. No explicitresults are presented here because we are still in the pro-cess of completing the SWAP model.
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Figure 18: The SWAP model
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